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FOREWORD
The Convention of the World Meteorological Organization requires the Organization,
inter alia, to encourage training in meteorology and to assist in co-ordinating the inter_
national aspects of such training.

The Third Congress of the Organization (1959) decided that increased

attention

should be given to training activities.

The Executive Committee of the Organization at its thirteenth session (1961) gave
consideration to a report on the general question of training in meteorology, prepared by
the Secretary-General and gave particular attention to the needs of the newly-independent
States in Africa. The Committee agreed to a proposal of the Secretary-General to engage on
a temporary basis, a highly qualified and experienced consultant to assist the Secretariat
in preparing overall plans for WMO's future activities in this field for submission to the
fourteenth session of the Executive Committee (1962).
The Secretary-General was fortunate to obtain the services of Professor J. Van
Mleghem as a Consultant. Professor Van Mleghem is Professor of Meteorology in the Brussels

University and was appointed this year as the Director of the Royal Meteorological Institute
of Belgium; previously he was the Chief of the theoretical and experimental. aerological
section of the Institute. He was the president of the WMO Commission for Aerology during
1951-1957 and represented WMO on the Special Committee of the International Geophysical Year
(CSAGI) during 1951-1959 as the rapporteur for meteorology and thereafter, until 1962, on
the International Geophysical Committee (GIG) as the scientific member for meteorology.
Besides" Professor Van Mieghem was successively Secretary (1948-l951~), Vice-President (19541957) and President of the International Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics
of the International Un:1.on of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG); since 1961 he has been the
Secretary-General of the International Gouncil of Scientific Unions (ICSU). He had the distinction of being awarded the IMO Prize in 1960. His competency to serve as Consultant to
the Secretary-General on meteorological training is therefore evident.
Professor
in January 1962 J

Vffi~

Mieghem prepared the following three reports whicll were

completed

Report No. 1 - The problem of the professional training of meteorological personnel
of all grades in the less~developed countries
Report No. 2 _ Plan for the development of professional meteorological training in
Africa
Report No. 3

~

Establishment of a training section in the WMO Secretariat.

These reports were examined by the Executive Committee at its fourteenth session
(May-June 1962) when specific directives were given as to the action to be taken on each
report. Such action on Reports Nos. 2 and 3 is dealt with elsewhere and this present publication refers only to Report No.1.
After considering Report No.1" the Committee considered that the report gives Ilan
excellent presentation of the general question of training as seen by a highly qualified
consultant lt • The Committee therefore decided that the report~ together with the comments
of the Executive Committee, should be distributed to Members of WMO and to the presidents

VI
of technical commissions and that they should be invited to send their comments on the
report} on the basis of the comments received, Professor Van Mleghem should be given the
opportunity of making such revisions to the report as he may wish and thereafter the amended report should be published in the form of a Technical Note. The present Technical Note
1s the outcome of these directives of the Executive Committee.
The detailed comments of the Executive Committee and a summary of the comments of
Members of WMO and of the presidents of technical commissions on the report are given respectivel;y· in Annexes V, VI and VIr to the present Teclmical Note. To avoid any misunderstanding as to the status of the report, the following extract from the comments of the
Executive Committee (Annex V) is quoted here I
tiThe Committee agreed that this report should be consid.ered as advisory material
which would be useful as a general reference to countries establishing or expanding their training facilities and as a general reference ooncerning the technical
nature and content of training courses. The report should not be given the status
of an authoritative statement of WMO views on training, and appropriate measures
should be taken in distributing the report to ensure that its status and usefulness are taken fully into consideration. 1I
I should like to take this opportunity of expressing to Professor Van M[eghem the
sincere appreciation of the World Meteorological Organization for this comprehensive and
valuable report on a subject in which the Organization is likely to play an increasing role
in the future.

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General
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One of the primary aims of WMO, as laid down in the Convention, is to encourage
training in meteorology and to assist in co-ordlnat1ng such training. That such a clause
appears in the Convention is perhaps not surprising since, by the very nature of the
science of meteorology, the meteorological activities (and hence the standard of training
of meteorological personnel) in one oountry affect all the surrounding countries.
The Organization has hitherto fulfilled its responsibilities in this respect by
training courses (seminars), fellowships, visiting instructors, etc. WMO has also collaborated with other specialized agencies (mainly ICAO and UNESCO) in such activities.
Irrespective of their ultimate field of specialization (aeronautics, agriculture,
hydrology, etc.) it is essential that all meteorological personnel should acquire at the
outset the basic elements of meteorology. This J in turn~ requires a certain minimum knowledge of mathematics and physics. This minimum will~ of course J depend upon the particular level of meteorological duties envisaged.
There should as far as possible be standardization of syllabi used in all WMO training activities and if diplomas are issMed J the wording should indicate clearly the level
of knowledge attained.
There 1s a great diversity among the countries of the world as regards the grading
of meteorological staff and no sing~e system applicable to all services can be devised.
A system of grading involving four classes iS J however~ described and a detailed syllabus
of training for each grade is proposed covering the range from university graduates in
mathematics and/or physics for the highly scientific work (Class I) to the personnel responsible for synoptic and climatological observations (Class IV). The full training courses
may be modified in cases where the need for trained personnel is urgent.
Any arrangements for training courseS should be carefully planned~ having regard to
the number of staff required for each meteorological grade. Attention must also be given
to the training of instructors and to refresher courses.

VIII

Un des buts maJeurs de 1iOMM, tels quills sont enonces dans la Convention, est d 1 encourager l'enseignement de la IDeteorologie et de contribuer a coordonner les activites de
formation professionnelle. II nlest guere surprenant qu1une tel Ie clause figure dans la
Convention; en effet, de par la nature m~me de la meteorologle, les activites meteorologiques (et par consequent les normes et la qualite de la formation des meteorologistes) deployees dans un pays ont des repercussions dans tous les pays voisins.
Jusqu'a present, l'QMM a assume les responsabilites qui lui incombent dans ce domalne
en organisant des stages de formation (cycles d'etudes),en octroyant des bourses d 1 etudes et
de perfectionnement, en envoyant des moniteurs, etc. L'Qrganisation a egalement collabore
avec d1autres institutions specialisees (principa1ement avec l'OACI et lIUNESCO) a la mise
en oeuvre de projets concernant la formation professionnelle.
Quelle que soit la specialisation ulterieure (aeronautique, agriculture, hydrologie,
etc.), il est indispensable que tous les personnels meteoro1ogiques commencent par acquerir
les notions de base de la meteorologie, ce qui requiert un minimum de connaissances en mathematiques et en physique. Ce minimum dependra evidemment du niveau partlculier des travaux
meteorologiques envisages.
II faudrait normaliser, dans 1a mesure du possible, les programmes d 1 enselgnement de
tous les projets de formation professionnelle executes par l'QMM et, si des dlp18mes sont
decernes, ils devraient indiquer clairement l'etendue exacte des connaissances du porteur.
II existe une grande diversite entre les systemes appliques dans Ie moude pour deflnir
la hlerarchie des grades du personnel meteorologique et 11 nlest pas possible d1elaborer un
systeme unique applicable dans taus les pays. Le rapport decrit toutefois un systeme comportaut quatre classes, et propose un programme d1etudes detaille pour chacune de ces classes
et pour toute la gamme des personnels, depuis les possesseurs de dip18mes universitaires de
mathematiques et/ou de physique# appeles a accomplir des travaux hautement scientifiques
(Classe 1)# jusqu'au personnel charge dleffectuer des observations synoptiques et clirnatologiques (Classe IV). Les programmes de cours peuvent @tre modifies dans certains cas lorsqulil est indispensable de former dlur~ence certaines categories de personnel.
II faudrait elaborer avec Ie plus grand soin les plans relatifs a l'organisation des
cours de formation, en tenant compte du nombre de meteorologistes requis pour chaque classe.
II convient egalement d1accorder llattention voulue a la formation des instructeurs et aux
.caurs de perfectionnement et d1entretien.
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Resumen

Uno de los objetivos primordiales de 1a OMM, segJn se estipula en e1 Convenio, consiste en fomentar 1a ensefianza de 1a meteorolog!a y ayudar a coordinar las actividades docentes. No ss sorprendente que haya una cl~usula semejante en e1 Convenio, porque par 1a
naturaleza mfsma de 1a clenoia de 1a meteorologfa, las actividades meteorol&gicas de un
pafs (y naturalmente e1 nivel de formaci&n profesional del personal meteorol&gico) afectan
a todos los palses vecinas.
Basta ahora, 1a Organizaci&n ha desempenado sus funciones a eate respecto mediante
curses de formaci&n profesional (seminarios), becas, visitas de instructores, etc. En eaas
actividades 1a OMM ha colaborado tambien con otros organismos especializados (principal-

mente la OACI y la UNESCO).
Cualquiera que vaya a ser e1 campo de especia1izaci&n final (aeron~utica, agricultura, hidrologfa, etc.) es eseneial que todo el personal meteorol&gico adquiera desd~ un
oamienzo los elementos b~sicos de Ia meteorologfa. A Sll vez eso requlere un mInima de conocimientas de matem~tica8 y rf8ica. Desde Iuega, ese mfnimo depender~ en eada Casa del nivel
de las tareas meteorol~gicas que se vayan a desempefiar.
En la medida de 10 posible, se deber~ uniformar e1 plan de estudios utilizado en
todas las actividades do centes de la OMM y cuando se concedan diplomas deber~ ir redactados de tal modo que se indique claramente cuJl es el nivel de conocimientos adquirido.

Por 10 que "respecta a las categorfas en que se divide el personal meteorol&gico~ hay
1ma gran diversidad entre los divers os pafses de tod6 el mundo y no se puede aplicar un
solo sistema a todos los servicios. Sin embargo, se describe un sistema de divlsi~n en
cuatro categorias y se da un plan de estudio detaIl ado para cada una de elIas, con 10 que
se abarca desde los licenciados universitarios en matem~ticas 0 f!sica, para trabajos cientfficos de gran categor!a (Categorfa r) hasta el personal encargado de las observaciones
sin&pticas y climatol&gicas (Categorfa IV). Los cursos completos de formaci&n profesional
podr£n modificarse cuando exista una necesidad urgente de personal capacitado.
Conviene planear cuidadosamente todas las disposiciones encaminadas a la celebraci6n
de cursos de formaci6n profesional, teniendo en cuenta el n~mero del personal necesarl0 en
cada una de las categorfas meteorol&gicas indicadas. Tambien habra que prestar atenci~n a
la formaoi6n de instructores y organizar cursos de repaso.

'rIlE PROBLEM OF THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING GF METEOROLOGICAL PERSOlmEL
OF ALL GRADES IN TIlE LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

1.

IN1'RODUCTION

One of the primary aims of vrMO is to encourage the teaching of meteorology (see
Article 2~ paragraph (e) of the WMO Convention) and to assist in solving the problems of coordination arising out of the training of meteorological personnel of all grades. WMO's
interest in such training is explained by the fact that the degree of efficiency of anyone
country1s meteorological service will obviously affect that of all other national meteorological services and above all those of neighbouring cQuntries. No national service can possibly do without the meteorological observations carried out by the others and the meteorological telecommunications established by them. Moreover" every meteorological service
depends, to no small extent~ on neighbouring services in the matter of service to agriculture,
aviation and shipping. Thus~ any defects in a national meteorological service and difficult~·
ies it encounters have immediate and often troublesome repercussions on the international
plane.
WMO has hitherto encouraged meteorological instruction solely :

(1)

B¥ sending experts to the less-developed countries, where they have assisted in
providing either technical or scientific
meteorological personnel;

trainlng~

as the case may

be~

for local

(2)

By granting scholarships for basic training and advanced studies;

(3)

By organizing training and study courses (seminars) at the regional level" and

(4)

By providing textbooks and teaching material.

Most of the work undertaken by WMO in this connexion has been financed, under the
Expanded Programme of' Technical Assistance (EFTA), or through the United Nations Special
Fund. WMO~ however, has also collaborated with UNESCO in organizing a seminar (on synoptic
meteorology in the Mediterranean Basin, Rome" 1958) with the expensES partly covered out of
WM01s regular budget.
The Third Congress of WMO (1959) however expressed the view that the Organization
should increase its activity in the field of the professional training of meteorological
personnel :

(1)

By organizing more training and study courses (seminars)J

(2)

By making more use of VlMO' s film library., and

(3)

By collaborating more actively with other international organizations~ such as
UNESCO and rCAO, likewise interested in the spread of meteorological knowledge~

o

COLLABORATION

WI~~

UNESCO

A~ID

ICAO

Regarding collaboration between UNESCO and WMO., a training seminar organized jointly
As another example of coIn'
laooI'&tlon mention may be made of the agreement with WMO which enabled UNESCO to publish..
for educational purposes, slides and filmstrips containing selected photographs from the
International Cloud Atlas. Moreover, WMO is approaching UNESCO with a view to ensuring that s
so far as possible, the latter Organization1s primary education schemes gave the way for
the subsequent professional training of students wishing to make a career in meteorology.

by both Organizations was held as mentioned in the introduction.

With regard to ICAO, the National Civil Aviation Centre of Tunis provides one example
of collaboration : here~ two leAO experts conduct aeronautical training courses while a WMO
expert is responsible for courses in professional meteorology. It should be noted that~ for
some years now, rCAO has been vigorously active in promoting professional training facilities
for aeronautical personnel by setting up a number of civil aviation schools, notably at Tunis,
Rabat, Mexico City and, shortly, at Bangkoke These schools* provide, among others, courses
in meteorologyJ both for civil aeronautical persolli1el and for the personnel of the meteorological services for air navigatiollG ICAO has., in faot, little interest in training observers;
its aim is rather to produce instructors who~ on returlling to their country of origin, will
themselves be capable of training locally recruited observers and of supervising their work
once they have been trained. ICAO is also interested in the training of dependent forecasters~ 1.86 of personnel capable of assisting and supporting those responsible for analysing the synoptic weather charts and preparing forecasts for air navigation.
A working agreement has been arrived at between ICAO and WMO regarding the conditions governing participation by WMO in the work of the regional aeronautical training
centres
These conditions can be summarized as follows f
g

(i)

Projects that form part of those activities subsidized out of the Special Fund (e.g.
the creation of new aeronautical training centres) shall be negotiated by ICAO in
its capacity as execut.ive agency;

(11 )

ICAO and WMO shall revise the curricula of the meteorology courses conducted at the
regional aeronautical training centres with a view to their meeting the requirements
of the different levels of training;

( 11i)

WMO shall recommend qualified meteorological instructors to rCAO, which latter shall
be administratively responsible with regard to such instructors and shall effect
payment of their fees$

(iv)

WMO shall ascertain by means of inspections~ the costs of which shall be borne by
the WM0 3 whether or not the instruction in meteorology ~rovided at the regional
aeronautical training centres is in conformity with the curriculum adopted by common
agreement;

(v)

The curriculum of the courses leading to the grade of aeronautical forecaster shall
conform in broad outline to the curriculum proposed by the CAeM and adopted by the
Executive Committee of tiMO~ However, account shal~ be taken of the directives given
in Part 7 of the ICAOI S Mm1ual of Instruction, which contains the training curricula
for the three categories of ICAO forecasters.

Attention must be drawn here to the essential differences existing between the
IIGuide to Qualifications and Training of Met.eorological Personnel Employed in the Provision
of Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation ll , drawn up by the CAeM and ap-

proved by the Executive Committee of the WMO (Res. 22 (EC-XII) and Parts 6 and 7 of the ICAO's
"Instruction Manual l1
These two parts of the ICAO Manual concern above all the particular
knowledge required for aeronautical meteorology (flight planning and forecasts, in-flight
and landing services~ landing forecasts, warnings) rather than the basic scientific knowledge
of mathematics, physics and meteorology which forms the indispensable grounding for specialized
training.
6

:3.

QUALIFICATIONS AND RECRUITMENT OF METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

Irrespective of their ultimate field of specialization (aeronautics, agriculture~
publi~ health, public works) hydrology~ etc.)) it is essential that all meteorological

*

There is also a Civil Aviation School in CairoJ its curriculum does not, however, include
meteorologye

3
personnel acquire at the outset thl~ basic elements of meteorology necessary to ensure full
efficiency in performing the duties assigned to their respective gradesa The multiplicity
of specialized fields in meteorology today makes a basic grounding in the subject essential.
It is equally clear that the trainee can only acquire this indispensable meteorological
grounding if he already possesses a certain minimum knowledge of mathematics and physics,
which minimum will, o~ course, vary considerably from one grade to anotber.
It is of vital importance for meteorological services - and this cannot be stressed
too much - that all grades of personnel acquire a thorough grounding in physics and mathematics. We must have, at one end of the ladder, observers: these must perform-their work, not
as automata, but with complete understanding, not only of what they do and the purpose of
it, but also of the scientific and economic importance of their functions and the grave moral
responsibilities they incur by performing them badly. At the other end of the ladder there
must be top-drawer university graduates able to undertake experimental or theoretical study
of problems as complicated as those involved in the mechanics and physics of the atmosphere.
Between these two extremes, the meteorological services need a whole range of competent personnel capable, on the one hand, of processing, analysing and interpreting observational
data and, on the other hand, of establishing and operating the various observational networks.
That is why it is not for users~ whether aeronautical, agricultural or health authorities, to
stipulate norms with regard to the professional training that should be given to the various
grades of meteorological personnel. It is for qualified meteorologists, under the aegis of
WMO, to draw up model syllabi for the courses to be followed by trainees for the various
meteorological posts.
Though the problems arising out of education in general fall within the competence
of UNESCO, the WMO should nonetheless take steps to ensure that basic science courses - above
all in mathematics and physics at primary and secondary education levels - are constituted
in such a way as to be serviceable as a basis for any subsequent meteorological training&
WMO shoUld, furthermore, insist that some elements of meteorology figure in the general curricula. Any course in physical geography, for example, should include some elements of climatology; likewise 3 the observation of meteorological and geophysical phenomena and the measurement of their characteristic values should become compulsory features - if only as a practical
exercise _ of arty general physics course. Let us remeluber in this connexion that the physicist1s very first labor~tory was, in fact 3 the atmosphere and that today, of all laboratories,
it is in the atmosphere that science is most active.
By introducing meteorology into general science instruction at the secondary school
level one would also stimulate interest in the subject as a profession, an interest which is
essential in view of the paramount social and economic importance of meteorology. The national
meteorological services should, therefore, help in the dissemination of meteorological
knowledge by assisting geography and physics teachers. They should p~ovide them with meteorological documents (pocket registers, weather charts, aero logical diagrams, cross sections
of the atmosphere, climatological maps and cards, climatography of the country and neighbourinc countries) together with explanatory notes and they should also compile an abundantly
illustrated teachers' guide showing how meteorological phenomena are observed, how the observational pata are channelled towards their places of use J the successive transformations they
undergo before reaching their ultimate users, how they are brought to those users and what
these latter do with the information they receive. In addition, the meteorological services
should provide the career-guidance centres in each country with documentary information regarding the opportunities offered by the meteorological profession and the specialized trades
(fitter-mechanic, radio technician, electronic technician) of which the meteorological services have heed D Finally~ each year, on World Meteorological Day, a special lesson should
be given at all schools describing the work of WMO,- career openings in meteorology and how
meteorology serves humanity. This lesson should be accompanied w~th films and slides. The
WMO Secretariat's film library could prove extremely useful in this connexion.
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In order to promote recruitment of meteorologists at the university level, meteorology should figure among the initial courses included in the first and second year curricula
for mathematics and physics degrees, e.g. alongside mechanics} astronomy~ geodesy, astrophysics, crystallography, physics of the earth (seismology, terrestrial magnetism and electrlcltY),etc. These special courses enable each student to make an intelligent choice as to his
future field of specialization. It is obviously impossible for a student to follow all these
special courses; they must be regarded as optional courses from which he will select a
limited number. WMO should insist that meteorology be everywhere included among such initial
courses open to selection by the student in preparation for his final and irrevocable decision as to the direction his studies will take. It is essential that science faculties compose their curricula in such a way that the stUdent may learn of the opportunities offered
by meteorology - not least in the field of scientific research - and come to understand something of the interest and advantages attached to a scientific career in this important branch
of natural science'.
The high qualifications demanded of meteorological personnel of all grades, the paramount economic importance of the meteorological sciences, and social equity : all these place
governments under an obligation to provide the technical and scientific staff of their meteorological services with fitting remuneration, that is to say with a remuneration at least
commensurate with that afforded to personnel of corresponding rank in other national scientific institutionsJ otherwise they may see their meteorological services deserted in favour of
other scientific establishments or private undertakings offering more attractive salaries.

4.

EQUIVALENCE OF CURRICUIA AND DIPLOMAS, STANDARDIZATION OF SYLlABI

Up till now the technical assistance experts sent as instructors to various countries
by the WMO have had to compose their own curricula and their own manuals, bearing in mind
the level and nature of the instruction they have been required to give. This was inevitable
in the early stages of the development of the technical assistance programme. As a result
there is, at any given level of instruction, a certain variance in curricula. The choice of
curriculum and material to be used should no longer be left to the discretion of the individual instructor. To avoid overlapping and loss of time and to ensure greater uniformity of
both syllabi and manuals, there must be co-ordination. There also arises the problem of
translating syllabi and manuals into a number of current languages. The co-ordination of
meteorological instruction with a view to the professional training of personnel for the
national meteorological services of the less-developed countries, is a task that falls to
the Secretariat of the WMO. The latter should be in a position, when new instruction projects arise, to provide the appropriate curriculum and all necessary textbooks and teaching
material - in the languages called for - and to carry out the financial planning of the proJect. Similarly, the Secretariat should also assist those training centres that already exist
by supplying them with any instructional material that they may lack. The truth is, however,
that today, as in the past, the WMO Secretariat is unable to assume all these responsibilities
for want of personnel and means.
Any instruction is normally followed by an examination and, for successful candidates, a diploma. It is not sufficient that the diploma state simply the title awarded to
its holder. To avoid any misunderstanding for the employer and disillusion for the employee,
it is important that the wording of the diploma state in clear terms the precise extent of
the holder's real knowledge. The text should mention the duration and scope of the courses
followed and the duties that the holder should, in principle, be capable of performing.
The WMO Secretariat recently conducted an inquiry among national meteorological
services in order to obtain an overall picture of the facilities available in all countries
of the world for meteorological training. The result of this inquiry has been published in
the form of a "Report on Meteorological Training Facilities lr " which is kept regularly up to
date by the WMO Secretariat. This is an extremely useful document in that it enables the
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meteorological services of the less-developed countries to select the courses most suitable
for their scholarship holders. Examined from the standpoint of professional training, however 3 the report brings out the disparity existing among curricula and syllabi of apparently
one and the same level of meteorological instruction, with the result that the lack of equivalence among diplomas of the same grade is flagrant. This state of affairs leads one to
ask whether it would not be appropriate to establish, for each grade, a model curriculum
that would, if need be, receive the official sanction of the WMO. In any event, the WMO
Secretariat should do what it can to promote diploma equivalence.
In this connexion, there is no doubt that in approving the "Quide to Qualifications
and Training of Meteorological Personne~ Employed in the Provision of Meteorological Services
for International Air Navigation" the Executive Committee has I
(1)

Fixed detailed model curricula for the levels of training required in their specialized field (meteorologist and assistant meteorologist)J this Guide is of such
thoroughness and exactitude as to mark out quite clearly the bounds of the instructor's programmeJ

(ii)

Established a basis on which to work out curricula for other fields of meteorological training~

It should be pointed out, however~ that the CAeM's Guide is only designed to meet
the requirements of aeronautical meteorology. The qualifications demanded vary so much
between the various branches of meteorology that a completely fresh approach to the problem
of professional training has to be made when passing from one to the next.
It is readily admitted nowadays that such specialized fields of science as mesometeorology, radio-meteorology, agricultural meteorology, hydrometeorology and aeronautical
meteorology are of great economic value and contribute, moreover, to our knowledge of the
atmosphere They each deserve to be taught in their own particular way, but to be able to be
benefit from such courses the trainee must have adequate prior grounding in general meteorology~physics and dynamics.
What must be done at the outset, therefore, is to establish the
curriculum for such a basic-knowledge course - which, obviously, will vary according to the
duties to be carried out, i.e. according to each grade. It is with this basic training in
meteorology that this report will be primarily concerned (see paragraph 7.5 and AnnexesItoIV~
0

In order to avoid any misunderstanding, let it be emphasized here and now that
mastery of certain applied meteorological sciences, as liste~ below, requires a good deal
of basic knowledge other than that of mathematics~ physics and meteorologyo One cannot
hope, for example, to become a specialist in agrometeorology without possessing adequate
knowledge of biology and agronomy. Similarly, one must undergo a certain amount of training
in public works engineering and acquire some knowledge of hydrology before one can begin to
specialize in hydrometeorology. Finally, a knowledge of microchemistry and radio-chemistry
is essential to anyone studying problems of water and atmosphere pollution. It is not possible to train all these specialists without supplementary ad hoc instruction.
It is only through a profound study of the training of meteorological staff of
all grades and in all specialized fields that we could prepare a Guide specifying the basic
training for each grade (see paragraph 705 below) and the knowledge to be acquired by a
meteorologist who wishes to become a specialist in any particular field~
') '"

'fHE DIVERSITY OF PERSONNEL IN A METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE AND THE NEED FOR UNIFORM
GRADING

The WMO Secretariat's "Report on Ivleteorological Training Facilities tl " the professional training curricula published by certain national meteorological schools and the
answers given to a queutionnaire on the training of personnel for the meteorological services
in African countries recently distributed by the WMO Secretariat~ all testify, with abundant
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clarity, not only to the absence of any equivalence among curricula at one and the same level
of training but also to the diversity of personnel grading systems among the various countries. Very often grades that, on paper, are identical are in fact fundamentally different.
The label "meteorologlst ll covers a wide range of products. Moreover, the personnel as a
body is subdivided into two, three, four or even five grades, depending on the country. This
state of affairs has not come about haphazardly. One cannot emphasize too much the complexity
of the problems associated with the professional training of meteorological personnel, their
qualifications and their grading.
To demonstrate this complexity, let us take the case of any national meteorological
institution which not only must carry out, day by day, the various professional tasks that
modern civilization demands of meteorology, but also wishes to contribute to the scientific
development of meteorology. It clearly follows that such an institution must be staffed by
a wide variety of personnel possessing an equally wide range of qualifications - including
academic qualifications of the highest level. This example shows that it is impossible to
establish generic yet precisely defined grades to cover all meteorological personnel that
could conceivably be required.
With regard to·the problem of professional meteorological training in the lessdeveloped countries, it is essential to begin by delineating the minimum duties of a meteorological service. Once these duties have been defined and adopted, it will then be possible
to determine the grades of the personnel required and the qualifications corresponding to

those grades.

In defining these minimum duties, major consideration must be given to the

country's economic requirements.
In this connexion, it is above all weather forecasting and regional climatography
that is important. With this in mind we may define the minimum duties of a country's meteorological service as follows I

(1)

Establishment, maintenance and operation of a network of surface observing stations
(climatological and synoptic stations) and of a transmission system between tbe
synoptic stations and the collecting centrel

(2)

Establishment, maintenance and operation of at least one aerological station in
countries of sufficient area (see Technical Regulations~ paragraphs 2.2.1.3 and
2.2.1.4))

(3)

The collecting, examination and processing of synoptic data with a view to analysing
weather charts and preparing weather forecastsJ

(4)

The examination and processing of climatological data with a view to providing
information as regards the country1s climate and to establishing its climatograp~y.

To fulfil the duties listed above, the service should be equipped with trained personnel consisting, in principle, of the following :
(a)

Graduate personnel : meteorologists~ with degrees in mathematics and physics and
who have received basic meteorological training followed by a more specialized
training in synoptic meteorology, climatology~ physical meteorology or meteorological instruments) as the case may be; and

(b)

Non-graduate personnel : observers, assistant meteorologists, assistant climatologists) assistant forecasters and forecasters with training of a more theoretical
or a more experimental nature as the case may be.

By way of definition and to avoid any confusion with extant terminology~ we shall
designate the personnel listed under grade (a) as Class I meteorological personnel and the
personnel listed under the three grades marked (b) as Class IV, Class III and Class II meteorological personnel.
If we accept this grading, we can then proceed to define the curricula for the
basic and applied courses appertaining to each of the four grades mentioned above (see paragraph 7). Curricula for short-course training could likewise be drawn up if the need be felt.
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Nowadays" however, it is impossible to conceive of any meteorological service - even
though confined to the minimum duties quoted above - without at least a maintenance and
repair workshop and a radio-electricity and electronics laboratory. Apart from meteorological persollilel proper, every meteorological service must have its own maintenance staff.
This will comprise fitter-mechanics, electrical technicians, low-tension electricians, radioelectricians and electronic technicians~ who will be responsible for maintaining and repairing the Instrwnents used in climatology, synoptic meteorology and physical meteorology (actinometers 3 etc.), clock\~ork mechanisms, electric rec9rding equipment, aerological sounding
apparatus and basic equipment at radiosonde and radiowind stations6 They will also participate in the work of calibration and will be called upon, whenever necessary, to turn or adjust the component parts necessary for the construction of new instruments or to layout
new wiring systems.

It is not, we think, essential that such maintenance personnel receive professional
meteorological training 6 They will, in fact, perform their duties under the direction of
highly qualified meteorological personnel (Classes I and II) and in contact with experienced
meteorological personnel of Classes III and IV. They will, therefore, assimilate sufficient
k110wledge of meteorology to carry out the duties delegated to them. It is of far greater
importance to make perfectly sure that they possess, at the time of recruitment, the necessary technical k_Tlowledge, skill "and professional experience in their respective fields. To
this end, whenever maintenance personnel are to be engaged, they should undergo an entrance
examination designed to test their theoretical and practical knowledge. As part of the practical examinatio11 9 the candidate should be required to construct a piece of mechanIsm or,
as the case may be, to assemble an electrical, radio-electrical or electronic wiring system.
In addition to ma:l.ntenance personnel, with sound and wide-ranging qualifications,
an efficient meteorological service also requires a certain amount of staff, albeit without
any special professional qualifications but of at least Lower Certificate standard. Within
this category come the office and laboratory assistants responsiLle for cleaning the instruments and installations, filing documents, operating teleprinters and semi-automatic apparatus, inflating and releasing sounding balloons, receiving simple signals - in short all the
routine work that has to be repeated day in day out. On-the-spot training would seem sufficient for this category of personnel.

6.

SHORT-COURSE TRAINING

Owing to the urgent need for personnel, it may be necessary to orglli1ize short-course
training. In order to reassure those meteorological services that ~ay, by force of circumstances, be obliged to resort to short-course training for all grades of staff but which at
the same time are anxious to preserve the professional standing of their personnel, let us
define here and now what short-course training in any SUbject should mean. Above all, it
is not a superficial training consisting of a limited number of lessons where the student
is shot through the normal full-course curriculum at lightning speed. It is rather a course
of training where the curriculum is reduced to its essentials - these will vary of course
with circumstances - and where these essentials are taught with the same care and attention
as in normal courses. If this is indeed the case, then those who have begun by taking shortcourse training and wish to become fully qualified for this or that grade and the commensurate salary have merely to undergo a subsequent period of training to complement their knowledge.

7·

GRADING OF nETEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL = 0 FOUR CLASSES
CLASS AND STANDARDS OF KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED

DUTIES DEVOLVING ON EACH

In paragraph 5 we defined the grade of meteorological perso.nnel Class I as comprising the graduate personn~l of national meteorological services. We shall later (see paragraph 7.1) elaborate this definition by examining the various functions that fall to this
class and the knowledge required for their execution.
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Non-graduate personnel, on the other hand, we have divided into three classes. Why
three? The reason is obvious when we call to mind the two essential func-tions of a meteorological service z to observe and to interpret observational data. It follows that there
must be observers (Class IV meteorological personnel and staff) (Class II meteorological
personnel capable of analyzing and interpreting the data collected by those observers and,
in particular, of providing the community with the various services it expects of meteorology. Owing to the range and diversity of the duties incumbent on them, the Class II meteorological personnel need assistance; hence the n~cessity for an intermediate class of
meteorological personnel (Class III). In addition, mo~e highly trained observers are
required by stations fitted with special equipment, such as radiosonde, radiowind, radiation
and ozone stations, and those equipped With a telecommunications centre, and others. These
observers we shall likewise include in Class III.

7.1

Class I meteorological personnel

The Class I meteorological personnel are university graduates holding at least a
degree in mathematics or physics (university or state degree)- see Annex I, paragraphs 2.1,
2.2 and 2.3 - and who have successfully completed a period of post-graduate training in
meteorology (see Annex I, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.10). Their functions will be those of research
worker, senior forecaster, senior climatologist or head of service (synoptic meteorology,
aerology, climatology, radiation, agricultural meteorology, hydrometeorology, .•. ) or division (or, when necessary, Director).

Any informed person will readily admit that the responsibility for forecasts prepared in major centres of synoptic analysis of meteorological charts and aerological diagrams should be entrusted to a university-trained meteorologist (Class I). Similarly, a
Class I meteorologist should supervise the processing of climatological data and statistical operations, both of which are required in the preparation of a national or regional
climatography.

7.2

Class II meteorological personnel

All functions relative to the analysis and interpretation of observational data
devolve upon meteorological personnel of not lower than Class II. The term observatio~al
data is to be taken in its broadest sense I i.e. as applying to climatology, synoptic
meteorology and physical meteorology (turbulence, radiation, ozone, atmospheric chemistry,
etc.). Included in this class are I climatologists and forecasters etc. (Category A) as
well as meteorological staff responsible for telecommunications, radiation specialists
and those responsible, at the national level, for the functioning of the observing station
network, etc. (Category B). However, at the major offices concerned with the synoptic analysis of weather charts and aerological diagrams, it is preferable that the preparation of
general meteorological forecasts be delegated to a Class I meteorological personnel.
It is of course highly desirable
Class I meteorologists. However, we must
ideal is far from having been attained in
In the meantime, provision should be made
hierarchy of four grades.

that all forecasters and climatologists should be
face the facts, which show that, at present, that
several countries, not merely developing countries.
for Class II meteorologists and a meteorological

The duties incumbent on Class II meteorological personnel demand high standards
of professional training (see Annex II). Their basic training in meteorology will be
oriented towards either mechanics and statistics (Category A) or physics (instruments illld
observation methods - Category B). As to their background knowledge, it should be equivalent at least to a complete secondary school education (at least six years) and one year's
propaedeutic training in mathematics or physics (see Annex II, paragraphs 2.1.1 to 2.1.10,
2.2.1 to 2.2.3, 2.3 and 2.4).
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7.3

Class III meteorological personnel

In carrying out their functions~ the Class II meteorological personnel are assisted
and seconded by meteorological personnel of Class III. Included in this class are meteorological telecommunications personnel, plotters of synoptic charts and aero logical diagrams,
assistant forecasters, assistant climatologists, radiation and aerological station personnel,
surfaoe observing ·station inspectors within national networks, etc. On acquiring sufficient
experience, the Class III meteorological personnel may possibly participate in the work of
analysing and interpreting observational data and, under supervision, provide users with meteorological information or inspect the observational network.
Depending on the duties to which they will be assigned, the personnel of this class,
like that of Class II, must receive (for Category A), training of a primarily theoretical
nature with the emphasis on the utilization of observational data or (for Category B) training of a primarily applied and technical nature with the emphasis on the use and practice
of observational and telecommunications instruments (Annex III, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.7 or
paragraphs 3.1 to 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9). Their general eduction should be at least of secondary
school standard (six years at least)j (in this connexion see Annex 111, paragraphs 2.1.1 to
2.1.8, 2.2.1 to 2.2.5 and 2.3).

7.4

Class IV meteorological personnel

All Class IV meteorological personnel must be capable of fulfilling the following
duties: carry out climatological and synoptic surface observations I daily maintenance of
the meteorological instruments required for such observations I the daily office work necessary at every station and possibly, should the station maintain a warning service, plot
synoptic charts and aerologica1 diagrams and, if need be, supervise telecommunications operations; (see Annex IV, paragraphs 1.1 to 1.4).
The functions performed by Class IV meteorological personnel determine the level of
professional knowledge required for inclusion in this grade (see Annex IV~ paragraphs 3·lJ
3.2.1 to 3.2.5 and 3.3 to 3.6). This knowledge must be such as to enable them not only to
observe meteorological phenomena accurately and objectively, but also to understand the
significance that underlies the routine operations and manipulations they must carry out
several times each day.
The minimum general knowledge required is that of primary education standard (six
years of schooling) and intermediate vocational training (three years at least); (in this
connexion see Annex IV, paragraphs 2.1.1 to 2.1.3, 2.2.1 to 2.2.6 and 2.3).

7.5

Syllabi of the courses

The annexes to this report list each grade '·s functions, together with the basic
knOWledge and the professional knowledge necessary to carry them out. In order to preserve
a certain fleXibility in the curricula and enable the teaching staff to adapt their courses
to passing circumstances (see paragraph 6) or to regional or national requirements, the
syllabi provide no more than a broad outline of the subject matter to be taught. Nonetheless,
wherever a certain detail of training has seemed to us to be essential we have not hesitated
to mention it. Naturally, no syllabUS is ever perfect and the syllabi of SUbjects to be
assimilated for promotion to this or that grade can all be improved upon. the preparation
of detailed and precise syllabi obviously calls for the collective efforts of experienced
specialists and cannot be left to one individual alone. Mixed working groups (members to
be appointed by the appropriate technical commissions of WMO) are alone qualified to lay
down the precise syllabi for the various branches of pure meteorology (physics and mechanics
of the atmosphere) and applied meteorology (climatology, synoptic meteorology, hydrometeorology, agricultural meteorology, aeronautical meteorologyJ tropospheric propagation of short
radio-electric waves, atmospheric pollution, •.. ) ~ and for the various basic SUbjects (mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, geology and physical geography) and special subjects
(micrometeorology, bioclimatology, hydrology, atmospheric electricity and radio-meteorology,
chemistry and radio-chemistry of the atmosphere, ••. ) which must be learnt beforehand.
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The training should be organized in such a way that lectures alternate with practical exercises and laboratory work. It is likewise necessary that during lessons devoted to
meteorology the instructor clearly refer to those elements of physics and mathematios which
form the basis of his subject matter. He must make sure that his pupils are familiar with
those elements and are able to apply them correctly.
Any candidate may pass directly to this or that grade providing he has the

back-

ground of general knowledge required for such a grade. The syllabi have been arranged.. however.. in such a way that Class IV meteorological personnel may pass up to Class III by
undergoing - with success, naturally - a period of complementary training. In the same
way, Class III meteorological personnel may rise to Class II. This training should complement both the general and the professional knowledge of the candidate. It should be pointed
out here that the basic curricula are those for Classes I and IV, the Class II curricula
being an abridgment - considerable in some places - of those for Class I, while the Class III
curricula constitute an amplification - again considerable in parts - of those for Class IV.
In principle,
able of performing the
particularly essential
prior experience as an

the meteorological personnel of any given grade should be fully capduties celegated to meteorological personnel of lower grades. It is
for Class III meteorological personnel to have acquired substantial
observer (i.e. Class IV).

In preparing these syllabi we have constantly borne in mind the wide scope and
variety of both the gerleral and professional knowledge required of meteorological personnel
today in the performance of their duties. We have been greatly assisted in this by the

syllabus drawn up by the CAeM and approved by the WMO's Executive Corrnnittee. The CAeM sylla-

bus has, in fact, served as a model for the syllabi set out in Annexes I to IV.
The syllabi given in the annexes represent a minimum curriculum, not a maximum.
The objection will perhaps be raised that this "minimum II is, in fact, rather high. True
thOUgh this may be, the objection can easily be refuted. For, as everyone will agree, to be
sure of arriving at a minimum minimorum it.. is wiser to aim a little above it. To draw up a
maximum curriculum would seem, on the face of it, to be of no less interest. It is, however, a much more difficult matter by reaSOl1 of the constant progress made in meteorology
and the ever-growing number of techniques employed in meteorological work
Moreover, we
consider the need for a maximwn curriculum to be less urgent - indeed, less important, since
the number of meteorologists truly answering to the requirements of a maximum curriculumwUl
always, and in spite of everything, be relatively small.
The syllabi in Annexes I, II, III and rr concern only the basic knowledge required
for classification as Class I, Class II, Class III or Class IV meteorological personnel. It
goes without saying that a certain degree of general knowledge ability (languages, history,
geography, biology$ chemistry) is equally essential and that the necessary extent of such
knowledge will vary with each grade. Knowledge of administration, law and accountancy, for
example, is not without its uses for meteorological personnel of Classes I and II.

7.6

Duration of meteorological courses

Each of the four courses of stUdy referred to in paragraphs
of Annexes I to IV) consists, in essence, of two parts l

7.1 to 7.4 (paragraph 3

(1)

Theory classes, practical exercises in the classroom, laboratory work and observational training at the school's station~ and

(ii)

A period of practical training at a working site away from the school and where
the stUdent, no longer under the tutelage of his teaches and instructors, must
make his own way by virtue of daily contact with experienced personnel, whether
it be at a surface observing station (Classes IV and III), an aerological or radiation station (Classes III B and II), a telecommunication centre (Classes III B
and II), a synoptic or climatolcgical office (Classes III A and II) or, finally, in

one or more departments of a national meteorological service or institute (Class

r).
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The duration of the periods of study in respect of all four grades 1s given in the
following table I

CLASSES

Theory classes and practical
work and exercises in
meteorology

End-or-course
practical training

*

CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS N

CLASS III

Two academic
y-ears*

16 months

8 to 10 months

4 months

6 months

9 months

12 months

8 months

A two-year post-graduate course, the second year being devoted to seminars
preparation of a monograph (end-of-course thesis).

and

the

The end-of-course practical training should be organized in such a way that examiners and future employers can form a Judgment on the trainees'
professional conscience,
behaviour in the professional milieu, skill in putting into practice what they learnt in the
classroom and individual traits of character (see paragraph 4 of Annexes I, II, III and IV).
To avoid any misinterpretation with regard to the figures quoted, it should be
pointed out that the period of theoretical and practical instruction proper (i.e. the first
line of figures) is to be taken as applying to students already processing, at the time of
their enrolment, the basic knowledge required for their respective syllabi (see paragraph 2
of Annexes II to IV). Where this is not the case, the period in question must be multiplied
by a number, generally ranging between I and 2, which will vary with the volume of basic
knowledge lacking. Where students are seriously deficient in such knowledge, it will be
necessary to organize preparatory instruction in mathematics and physios before embarking
on the meteorological training. It is, however, advisable that the preparatory oourses overlap each other to a certain extent and in such a way that those elements of physics and
mathematics that are particUlarly useful in the study of atmospheric phenomena may be taught
or revised simultaneously with their correlative elements of meteorology.
8.

PLAN FOR DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL METEOROLOGICAL TRAINING

8.1

Fundamentals

One cannot begin to draw up (i) a plan for creating new courses within training
networks that already exist or are in process of establishment or (ii) a development plan
for neW training centres considered to be absolutely essential, unless one first knows :
(i)

The number of men available having already undergone sufficient basic instruction
to enable them to benefit from meteorological training}

(11)

The number of meteorqlogical personnel, of all grades, actually needed;

(111)

The possibilities offered by the training network already in existence.

and

As regards point (i), no information is available. This is most unfortunate. It
does not, however, seem unreasonable to suppose that, as a general rule, the number of students wishing to take up meteorological training will fall well short of personnel requirements. To attain adequate enrolment, therefore, candidates will have to be admitted whose
basic knowledge is below standard - and this involves the organization of basic-knowledge
courses of greater or less scope, depending on the circumstances (see paragraph 7). The
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problem therefore ariseb of organizing basic instruction in mathematics and physics. This
course of instruction will normally precede any meteorological training proper. However, a
certain overlapping of the two courses is to be recommended (see paragraph 7.6).

On point (ii), that is to say, the amount of meteorological personnel, of all
grades, actually needed, the information at hand is incomplete. A special effort has recently, however, been made to obtain this information in respect of Africa and the results will
be found in the report on the Plan for Developing Professional Meteorological Training in
Africa (Report No. 2*). Similar information for other regions is not at present available.
Finally, in respect of point (iii), i.e. the possibilities offered by the training
network already in existence, the information available is in this case rather more adequate.
In 1959, the Secretariat published, in fact, a TfReport on Meteorological Training Facilities".
Furthermore, a survey is now being carried out in Africa. The information at present available to the Secretariat with regard to this continent is likewise summarized in the report
already mentioned (see Annex II of Report No.2).

8.2

Instruction and training of Class IV meteorological personnel

This course of instruction is designed for adolescents; it should be given in their
habitual environment, as near as possible to their home. Moreover, even if the instruction
is given in an international working language, it is obviously essential that the instructors be familiar with the language of the country or region in orner to ensure that the
lessons be understood and, whenever necessary, to provide explanations in the studentfs
mother tongue. In certain cases the instructors may even have to teach in their pupils'
mother tongue. It is equally indispensable that the instructors understand their students'
psychology and be accurately informed as to their general educational standards. Since these
conditions are essential tv the success of any training course at the level of Class IV, it
is highly desirable that the ins~ructors be of the same country or region as their pupils
and that meteorological instruction at the Class IV level be given at national schools.
It must be added that the establishment of a national meteorological school for
this class of personnel in each and every less-developed Dountry is likewise Justified from
the economic point of view by reasOn of the very large number of Class IV meteorological
personnel that each COl.ID.try must have at its dispos-al in order to establish and maintain the
observational network service recommended by the WMO.
One last remark must be made. In the past, and for want of anything better, recourse has often been made to meteorological instruction given at the place of work. So
great is the importance of meteorological instruction that it demands the full attention
of both those who give it and those who repeive it. To fill in with instruction whatever
time is available outside of working hours is clearly not enough. While there is no doubt
that a certairl number of lessons may in fact be given at the place of work, we cannot conceive of any true instruction existing within the framework of an operational service. An
end-of-course practical training period will indeed be spent at a place of work; it is not,
however, a period of instruction, Which, if it is to be at all successful, must be given
in a different atmosphere from that of an operational service. This remark holds for the
professioqal training not only of Class IV me~eorological personnel but also of higher grades.

8.3

Instruction and training of Class III and Class II meteorological personnel

The problem here changes its aspect. The course of instruction is no longer intended for adolescents but for young men and women. Moreover, the numbers of personnel in
these grades are infinitely less than for Class IV personnel. To set up national meteorological schools for training Class II and Class III personnel is therefore not justified
economically. Consequently, one is led to propose that regional training centres be estabIj.Rhed for these two classes of specialized personnel.

*

This report will be pUblished by the WMO Secretariat.
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In order to avoid dispersion of efforts and to use to the best possible advantage
the very limited number of teachers and instructors available, it is essential that only
the absolutely necessary minimum of such regional centres - each serving a group of countries - created and that, before anything else, the fullest possible use be made of centres
already in existence, whether they be national centres or regional centres set up by UNESCO
or leAD. It is simpler and a good deal less costly to extend or supplement training courses
already in existence and to introduce new courses at schools already functioning than it is
to create an entirely new training centre out of nothing.

Any given project - whether it concerns the creation of a completely new training
centre or the transformation of an already existing one into a regional centre - must comprise a plan for constructing new or adapting existing buildings; a plan for the necessary
equipment of such buildings (lecture rooms, work rooms, laboratories, library, reading and
private-study rooms); a plan for the practical organization of the instruction to be given
(theory classes, exercises and practical work)} and a staffing plan (teachers, instructors,
assistants). The draft must also mention, exactly and explicitly, the share in the realization of the project to be borne by each country of the region in question. It is most desirable that the teaching staff consist, in part at least, of nationals of the countries within
the region.
To avoid any misunderstanding, it should be emphasized that a regional meteorological training centre i~ not a national centre where nationals of neighbouring countries are
also permitted to follow the courses. It is an international centre - on a regional scale,
naturally - that is created and kept alive through the efficient and effective co-operation
of all the countries situated in the region. In order that this fact be made quite evident
and receive official recognition, it is desirable that the WMO patronize the regional meteorological training centres and recognize the end-of-course certificates awarded by them.
Such patronage would entitle the WMO to right of scrutiny, i.e. to ensure, by means of inspections to be held at least once a year, that the teaching staff is properly qualified
and that the official curricula (see Annexes II and III) are adhered to (see, in paragraph 2,
point (iv) of the ICAO-WMO agreement). Furthermore, by virtue of this right of scrutiny,
a WMO representative would sit on the board of examiners responsible for questioning the
students on completion of their studies and for awarding diplomas to those of them that pass
their examinations. Given these conditions, the WOOO would then endorse the end-of-course
diplomas by stamping them with its own seal. There is nothing to prevent similar action
being taken with regard to Class IV diplomas, provided that the national training centres
grant the WMO this same right of scrutiny.
For the WMO to award end-of-course certificates would be beneficial from
of vtewpoints z

d

number

(i)

It would tend to standardize meteorological training at all levels;

(11)

It would provide an incentive for students at meteorological training centres}

(11i)

It would make the meteorological profession more sought after by reason of the international recognition thus awarded to it.

and

We believe it our duty, however, to draw the attention of the WMO authorities to
the fact that, by deciding to award end-of-course certificates, the WMO would be pledging
its reputation. In ensuring that the prestige acquired by the Organization through the
ceaseless efforts of several generations of meteorologists is in no way compromised, the
awarding of certificates would place great responsibility on the WMO Secretariat and, consequently, involve very heavy administrative costs arising out of the regular inspection of
the training centres and the endorsing of certificates.
8.4

Instruction and training of Class I meteorological personnel

In countries lacking universities, it would be advisable to train non-university
staff alone (Classes II, III and IV). The training of Class I staff is a task for universities (or for major schools of university level).
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In view of the advances being made in meteorology and of the standard and diversity
of the many services it must render to civilization, there iE, today, no meteorological
service worthy of the name that can afford to do without university graduates.
For this
reason, every member of the meteorological personnel of Class I status must hold at least
a degree in mathematics or physics (or equivalent diploma from a major school*) and have
successfully completed a course of post-graduate training in meteorology, i.e. in the mechanics and physics of the atmosphere.
In countries whose universities do not provide post-graduate instruction in meteorology (see last sub-paragraph of this paragraph)~ future Glass I meteorologists should be
trained in specialist schools to carry out the dutie5 of Class I meteorologists, after
acquiring in a university (or major school of university level) the knowledge of mathematics
and physics essential for an understanding of meteorological disciplines.

This being accepted, measures must be taken to enable gifted and hard-working youngsters to obtain a mathematics or physics degree preparatory to their receiving post-graduate
training in meteorology and obtaining their diploma as Class I meteorological personnel once
they have passed their final examination. To this end, provision should be made for a system of scholarships and fellowships aimed at enabling deserving young people in the lessdeveloped countries to take up study at a foreign university of their own choosing.
On
receiving the first of these awards, the student should pledge himself to undergo meteorological training as soon as he has taken - thanks to the financial assistance afforded him his degree in mathematics and physics and thereafter to enter the meteorological profession.
In the less-developed countries already possessing a university equipped with a
science faCUlty, the training of Class I meteorologists will be best assured by close and
fruitful collaboration between the national university and the national meteorological service. Such collaboration is, we believe~ essential. It is, in fact, practically impossible
to teach synoptic and dynamic meteorology without having a surface and upper-air synoptic
station (sounding station), as well as a weather bureau;
similarly, to teach physical
meteorology one must have access to a station measuring radiation, ozone, atmospheric pollution, etc., as well as a meteorological instruments laboratory. Such collaboration does not
exclude the possibility of assistance from the WMO. Highly-qualified specialists could be
invited, through the WMO, to give a series of lectures or lessons on particular subjects or
new aspects of meteorology (see paragraph 8.6).

There remains one last remark, which is not solely addressed to the less-developed
countries. Through UNESCO and the governments of the Member countries of that organization,
WMO should draw the attention of those universities, where meteorology is not yet a SUbject
for thorough study, to the serious gap they create in their curriculum of courses by omitting this science. In this connexion, WMO should remind them not only of the extreme social
and economic importance of meteorology but, above all, of its scientific importance both as
an observational science (having its own methods anq employing the very latest electronic
techniques) and as an experimental science (employing the most up-to-date electronic computers to solve not only research problems but also those of- everyday routine). This serious
gap in the curriculum of courses offered by a good number of universities may be filled in
two ways. The first that one naturally thinks of is to initiate post-graduate instruction
in meteorology (see paragraphs 7.1 and 8.4) for holders of mathematics and physics degrees.
Yfhough simple enough, this solution is not perhaps always the most economical. In point of

*

We deliberately refrained from using the grade of engineer here to fix the level of basic
instruction that a Class I meteorologist should have received. The qualifications for
the grade of engineer vary from country to country to an even greater extent than those
for holders of degrees in physics or mathematics. In some countries they vary from
skilled persons to ciVil engineers (university-trained engineers),
with engineertechnicians in between. Clearly, a civil engineer can with profit enrol in a postgraduate course in meteorology.

fact, though the number of graduate meteorologists continues to grow, this number - albeit
greatly needed by the meteorological services by reason of the rapid and far-reaching
development of meteorology both pure and applied - still remains small in relation to the
number of teachers, engineers, doctors and agronomists required for society to live and
prosper. This being so, the second solution is to create, on the German model, a degree in
meteoro~gy. Here, however, the curriculum, covering the basic science courses (mathematics,
mechanics, physics and, possibly, a choice between chemistry, geology and biology), would
have to be extremely broad - broad. enough, in fact, to enable a graduate in meteorology to
embark, if he wish# on careers other than those offered by national meteorological services
and private concerns interested in meteorology, e.g. careers in secondary or intermediate
technical education. A degree of this kind would require four or five years of study, the
first two being devoted essentially to the basic sciences and the following two years to
dynamic and physical meteorology and their related fields. The syllabus of the meteqrology
courses must of course be prepared in consultation with the national meteorological service •
.During the first two years, however, the student would also be introduced to his subject by
undergoing a course of instruction in general meteorology, comprising both theory classes
and simple practical exercises (observing, processing and analysis of observational data).
The handling and calibration of meteorological instruments (climatology, synoptic meteorology, aerology, radiation, ozone, turbulence, etc.) shoul~ be a compulsory feature of the
practical work and exercises comprised in the physics course, The 3rd and 4th year curriculum should, on the other hand, include a good deal of complementary instruction in mathematics and physics. Lastly, during his fifth and final year, the student would attend seminars only and compose a monograph on a subject of meteorology. It must be pointed out, in
conclusion,. that this second solution does not preclude the first. There is nothing against
establishing, side by side with a degree course, a course of post-graduate training in
meteorology combined with a doctorate and scientific research.

8.5

Training of instructors

Any instruction in meteorology must be given by meteorological personnel who are
at the same time both highly qualified and highly experienced. Though essential, these two
oonditions are not, however, enough. To teach a scientific SUbJect, it is not suffioient
simply to be a master in that subJect: one must also be able to impart one's knowledge to
others. Therefore, provision must be made for organizing instruotion in meteorological
methodology. This inst~ction must be placed in the hands ~f an experienced teacher of
established repute.

The course in meteorological methodology should include no more than a few lessons
in general teaching methods and methodology, followed by a number of model meteorology lessons given by the instructor. Each student should then prepare a substantial munber of
lessons (twenty or so) which he will give to an actual class, in the presence of its instructor and his own methodology teacher. It follows from this that instruction in meteorological methodology would only be possible at a regional centre where there are both pupils to
be taught and a highly-qualified teachil.Lg staff. Consequently, instructors for national
centres responsible for training Class IV personnel would receive their own training at
regional centres.
We take it as a matter of course that the training of personnel of Classes IV, III
and II should be delegated to instructors with qualifications equivalent to those of Class
III (or II), Class II (or I) and Class I respectively. The universities producing, or that
may come to produce, graduates in meteorology should consequently include a course in meteorological methodology in their curriculum.
8.6

Refresher courses and training seminars

In the near future, a very large number of meteorological personnel of all grades
will have to be trained over a fairly short space of time to meet the urgent need for
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qualified personnel among the national meteorological services. This state of affairs will
inevitably lead to a lowering in training standards. Moreover, meteorology today is progressing with giant strides. New working methods are being constantly introduced. It follows,
therefore, that from time to time the personnel that have already been trained must be taken
in hand again if they are to keep abreast of new developments. To this end, provision must
be made for organizing refresher courses for Class III and Class IV personnel and training
seminars for personnel of Classes I and II.
The refresher courses should be assigned to the regional training centres.
As to the training seminars, they should be organized in the different world regions
by the WMO itself and be governed by regional requirements, due regard being given to those
fields of meteorology where progress has been most marked. The seminars should be equitably
distributed, geographically speaking, and every branch of meteorology should be taken into
consideration when the occasion demands.
Each seminar should comprise a limited number of lectures providing an overall
account of the subject in hand, each lecture being followed by several periods given over
to discussion and practical work. On this basis, a seminar will normally last from two to
three weeks.
Finally, in order that the meteorological services may draw the greatest possible
benefit from the seminars that certain of their personnel have been delegated to attend, it
is not enough to publish a report of the proceedings of each seminar, i.e. the texts of the
lectures and a summary of the discussions. It is equally essential that practical conclusions be drawn from the lectures that have been given and that these be pUblished in such
a form as to enable the meteorological services to make use of them. For a seminar to be
really fruitful, it must not only enrich the knowledge of those who actually take part but
also lead to an improvement in the working methods and procedures employed by the national
meteorological services concerned~ in carrying out their everyday tasks.
9.

CONCLUSIONS

(1)
The WMO's interest in the training of meteorological personnel stems from the interdependence of the various meteorological services with regard to the observational data they
require in order to carry out their everyday duties (see paragraph 1).
(2)
It is for qualified meteorological personnel, and not for users of meteorology, to
fix standards in respect of the knowledge of mathematics, physics and meteorology to be
acquired by the personnel of national services, which standards will be governed by the functions and responsibilities to be conferred on such personnel (see paragraphs 2 and 3). Basic
instruction in meteorology is necessary in view of the multiplicity of specialized fields
in meteorology, it is likewise essential in view of the grave moral responsibility incurred
by personnel, of whatever grade, who perform their everyday duties badly. Furthermore, to
master certain specialized fields of meteorology calls for a good deal of knowledge other
than the basic knowledge required in mathematics, physics and meteorology itself (see paragraph 4).
(3)
WMO should impress on UNESCO that meteorology be emhodied in the general instruction given in the sciences at both the secondar,y- and higher-education levels. Some practical measures are suggested (see paragraph 3).
(4)
The national meteorological services should actively assist in the dissemination of
meteorological knowledge at the national level. Some practical measures are suggested (see
paragraph 3).

(5)
To promot~ equivalence of curricula and diplomas and standardization among curricula
would involve the elaboration of model curricula, a single choice of syllabi and texthooks
and their translation into several languages (see paragraph 4).
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The co-ordination of all activities to promote and further the training of person(6)
nel for the national meteorological services of the less-developed countries should fall to
the Secretariat of WMO (see paragraph 4).
(7)
The personnel of a meteorological service varies according to the duties of that
service. A staff grading system is set out, dividing meteorological personnel into four
classes and based on the minimum functions required of any given service. These functions
are defined in terms of economic necessity (see paragraph 5). The reasons for choosing a
staff grading system consisting of four classes are given in paragraph 7, together with the
degree of training required at each of these four levels and the duties devolving on the
personnel of each class. In addition to meteorological personnel in the true sense, every
meteorological service must be equipped with maintenance and repair personnel and a certain
amount of staff having no special professional qualifications (see paragraph 5).

(8)
Short-course training consists of a course of instruction with the curriculum
reduced to its essentials. This instruction, however, should be given with the same care
and attention as in normal courses, so that, to become fully qualified, the student has
merely to undergo a subsequent period of complementary training (see paragraph 6).
(9)
Grading of meteorological personnel (see paragraph
in the table given on page 18.

7).

The proposals are summarized

The syllabi (Annexes I, II, III and IV) provide no more than an estimate of the
basic background knowledge and meteorological knowledge demanded of candidates for the
various grades. The syllabUS drawn up by the CAeM and approved by WMO's Executive Committee
has been taken as a model for the syllabi contained in Annexes I to IV. These represent a
minimum curriculum. The basic syllabi are those for Classes I and IV, that for Class II
being an abridgment of the Class I syllabUS and the syllabUS for Class III being an amplification of that for Class IV. The report puts forward some suggestions regarding the duration of meteorological training courses (see paragraph 7.6).
(10)
A plan for developing professional meteorological training will be found in paragraph 8. Attention is first drawn to the basic information necessary for framing such a
plan (paragraph 8.1). The suggestion is put forward of creating, in the less-developed
regions, both national centres for the training of Class IV personnel (up to observer level)
and regional centres for training personnel of Class III (assistant forecasters, assistant
climatologists, operators of telecommunication centres and aerological or radiation stations)
and of Class II (forecasters~ climatologists, or meteorological personnel in charge of instruments). The reasons for this suggestion are given in paragraphs 8.2 and 8.3.
(11)
A certain period for practical training will be spent at a place of work} this will
not be a period of instruction, which, to be successful, must be given in an atmosphere
different from that of an operation service (see paragraph 8.2).
(12)
A regional meteorological training centre is not a national centre where nationals
of neighbouring countries are also permitted to attend, but a truly international centre
on a regional scale. For this reason, WMO should lend its patronage to the regional centres
and recognize the end-of-course certificates awarded by them. Such patronage would entitle
WMO to right of scrutiny and therefore create certain responsibilities; the advantages and
inconveniences are set out at the end of paragraph 8.3.
(13)
To ensure recruitment of graduate personnel (Class I), scholarships must be made
available to enable gifted students to obtain a degree in mathematics or physics with the
aim of undergoing post~graduate instruction in meteorology. On their enrolling at the university, such scholarship holders should undertake to follow meteorological instruction
subsequent to their graduation in physics or mathematics and to take up a meteorological
career (see paragraph 8.4).

CLASS

GENERAL EDUCATION
(minimum basic
knowledge required)

PROFESSIONAL TRAINrnG
(meteorological knowledge)

b,
FUNCTIONS

GRADUATE PERSONNEL
(see paragraphs 7.1,7.5 and 7.6)
I

University degree in
mathematics or physics

(see Annex I, paragraph 2)

Post-graduate instruction in meteorology or, at least, thorough instruction
in meteorology after acquisition of
required basic knowledge (see Annex I,
paragraph 3)

Research worker, senior
forecaster, senior climatologist, head of service
(synoptic meteorology,
climatology, radiation, ... )
or Director

NON-GRADUATE PERSONNEL
(see paragraphs 7.2 to 7.6)
II

Secondary education (six years)
plus one year further education
in mathematics or physics at

university level or certificate
in mathematics or physics (see
Annex II, paragraph 2)

Category A
Meteorological training with a view to
the analysis and interpretation of
observational data
Category B

Climatologist, forecaster,
aerologist, meteorologist
responsible for instruments and application of
observational methods

Meteorological training in the use of
instruments and application of observa-

tional methods (see Annex II, paragraph 3)
III

Secondary education (minimum.
of six years)
(see Annex III, paragraph 2)

Category A
Instruction leading primarily to a
theoretical training with a view
to processing observational data
Category B
Instruction leading to a primarily tech-

nical and applied training with. view to
operating observational instruments

(see Annex III, paragraph 3)
IV

Primary education (six years

schooling) and intermediate
vocational training (minimum of
three years) (see Annex IV,
paragraph 2)

Grounding in meteorology required for
observers
(see Annex IV, paragraph 3)

Plotter of synoptic charts
and aerological diagrams,
assistant forecaster,
assistant climatologist~
personnel at upper-air sounding and radiation stations,
meteorological telecommunications operator, inspector of
surface observing stations
in national networks
Surface observations (climatology, synoptic meteorology)$
daily instrument maintenance,
office work
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(14)
It is essential that meteorological instruction be provided at a larger number of
universities. Two solutions are put forward. Emphasis 1s given to the need for collaboration, at the national level, between the national meteorological service and the university
or universities within the State (see paragraph 8.4).
(15)
It is essential to train instructors. To this end, instruction in meteorological
methodology must be organized both at the universities, for Class I personnel, and at the
regional training centres for personnel of Classes II, III and IV. Thus, the regional
centres would train the instructors to be employed at national centres for the training of
Class IV personnel (see paragraph 8.5).
(16)
Stress is placed on the need for refresher courses and seminars (see paragraph 8.6).
Refresher courses should be delegated to the regional centres. WMO should be responsible
for organizing seminars. The published reports of such seminars should meet certain requirements (see paragraph 8.6).

Geneva~

15 December 1961

(revised October/November 1962 and January 1963)
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ANNEX I
DUTIES AND CURRICULUM OF METEOROLOG ICAL PERSONNEL - CLASS I

1.

DUTIES OF CLASS I METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

Meteorological personnel of Class I, namely' the highest grade J must be able to fulfll the duties of a head of service or research worker. It is likewise essential that they
be able to carry out the work required of meteorologists in the other three classes.

2.

CURRICULUM IN BASIC KNOWLEDGE FOR CLASS I METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

The standard of knowledge required is eqUivalent to that of a full university degree
in mathematics or physics.
For candidates specializing in mathematics, the SUbjects listed under 2.1.1to 2.1.8
will be dealt with in greater depth than those listed under 2.3.1 to 2.3.6; for candidates
specializing in physics, the reverse will apply. In the first case, treatment of subjects
listed under 2.3 will be reduced to a minimum; in the second case, minimum treatment will
be given to those SUbjects listed under 2.1.
Instruction in the aforementioned SUbjects can only be followed, with any success,
by those candidates who have already received complete secondary school education.

2.1

Mathematics

2.1.1

Arithmetic
- Whole numbers, decimals and fractions) properties of prime numbers, highest common
factor, lowept common multiple; ratios and proportions.
- Basic operations:
tion of roots.

addition, SUbtraction,

multipri~ation,

division, powers, extrac-

- Elements of the theory of m.unbers.
- Measure of a magnitude and error in measurement: limits of the error of the result
of an operation given the limits of errors in the numbers; significant figures;
absolute and relative errors.
- Problems.
2.1.2

~~!!:~:::
- Polynomials; rational functions; functions with one real variable, graphical
representationj linear functionj quadratic function, homographic function) theory
of algebraic equations; inequalities; approximate calculation of the roots of

x3+px+q~0
by Newton's method or the method of proportional parts;
an equation of the form
f

(xl -

~

(x)

0;

graphical resolution

of
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condition for a polynomial in x. to be divisible by

(x-a), {x_a)2 or by {x_a)3;
reduction of rational fractions to simple factors.
- Limits; series, convergence and divergence of seriesj rules governing the convergence of series of positive terms deduced from the study of I
n

Un + l / Un
absolutely convergent series;

~,

nOUn;

alternating series;
and of

(1

limit of

+ ~)n
n

for infinite nl

the number e, Naperian logarithms, series defining the exponential function eX and
the inverse function 19xj hyperbolic functions; function defined by a power series
in x with real coefficients, interval of convergence, addition and multiplication

within this interval;

expansion of :
1/{1 :

x),

19{1 :

x)

and 19

L(l-x)/{l+x17;

exponential series eX and aX, binomial series; arithmetic and geometric progressions; natural logarithms, use of tables; expansions of circular and hyperbolic
functions and their inverses.
- Fields; rings and groups;
substitution.

matrices and determinants)

quadratic forms;

linear

- Vectors and tensors; vector and tensor algebra; addition, subtraction and multiplication of vectors, scalar product, vector product and mixed product, applications; components of a vector and unit vectors; application to geometry and
mechanics.
- Exercises in algebra.

2.1.3

Differential and integral calculus

----------------------------------

- Concept of a function of a variable and of a continuous function; concepts of limit,
derivative and infinitesimal increment of a function; eqUivalent infinitesimals,
relative order of two infinitesimals, principal part, first differential of a function; elements of length, area and volume in various systems of variables; derivatives of the functions of a function; derivatives of the common functions !
x

m

(m~ 0), sin x, .,., arc sin x, .• "

eX, aX, logex

logax;

derivatives of a compound function; application of the concept of derivative;
slope of a curve at a point, tangent at that point, study of the variation of a
function, extremes of a.function! maximum and minimum meaning of the sign of the
second derivative, curvature, inflection.
- Function of a variable, Rolle's theorem on finite increments, graphical representation; function of two independent variables; graphical representation using a
surface; function of several variables; partial derivatives; formulas for finite
increments, application to error calculation; higher order derivatives of a function of several variables.
- Taylor's theorem for functions of one and several variables and its applications;
convergence of the Taylor series and the rem~inder of the series}
Maclaurin's
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formula; application of Taylor's theorem to the study of the quotient
functions of x in the neighbourhood of a given value of Xj, case where
functions of x are zero for this value, other forms of indeterminacYj
change of eX and 19x. compared to that of xm, determination of the limit
for infinite x and of Xffilgx for x = o.
- Implicit functions;

jacobians;

of two
the two
rate of

of ex/xm

change of independent variables.

- Tensor and vector derivatives and elements of tensor and vector analysis.
- Concept of the primitive functions; Riemann definition of an integral; indefinite
integral; integration of rational functions and of some special common functions;
integration by parts and by change of variable; definite integrals; theorem of
the mean, mean values of a function in an interval; limits of definite integrals
when a limit of integration approaches infinity or when the function under the integral sign becomes infinite; rule for differentiation under the integral sign
and differentiation of definite integrals; line integral; circulation of a vector;
double integrals (flux of a vector across a surface) and mUltiple integrals; double
integrals in cylindrical and spherical co-ordinates.
- Fourier series and harmonic analysis.
- Numerical calculation of definite integrals; length of a curve, areas and volumes)
calculation of the moment of inertia and of the co-ordinates of the centre of
gravity.
- Exercises in differential and integral calculus.

2.1.4

~~~¥~~:~~-~~-~~~~::~~~~~-§:~~~~~
- Candidates are presumably familiar with plane and space geometry, elementary algebra and trigonometry (see Class II, 2.1.2, 2.1.3 and 2.1.5).
- Co-ordinate systems and their transformations in two-dimensional and threedimensional space} analytic geometry of lines, planes, circles and spheres} conics
and quadrics; generating lines} tangents and tangent planes; poles, polar lines
and polar planes; pencils of conics; the cubic surface, the twisted cubic curve;
notions of non-Euclidean geometries; elementary topology.
- Plane curves; equation of the tangent and of the normal at a point, sub-tangent,
sub-normal, curvature at a point, radius and centre of curvature, application to
some cornmon curves (conics, cycloids, catenaries, .•• ).
- Twisted curves I equation of the tangent, of the normal and osculating planes,
principal normal, binormal; curvature, centres of curvature and torsion at a point}
Frenet-Serret formulas, application to the circular helix.
- Parametric and non-parametric equations of surfaces; planes tangent to a surface,
position of the surface in relation to the tangent plane at one of its points;
linear elements of surfaces; curvature of surfaces; lines on surfaces, curvilinear co-ordinates on surfaces; curvature of lines on surfaces (Meusnier's theorem), curvature of normal sections, indicatrix; application to surfaces and lines
of generalized (curvilinear) co-ordinates in space; geodesics.
- Envelopes and ruled surfaces.
- Exercises.

2·1.5

P~~!~::~~~~~-~g~~~~~~~
Existence theorems equation; families of curves and the associated ordinary differential equations; application to scalar and vector fields, orthogonal trajectories
of families of surfaces and lines of current or energyj equations of the first
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order solvable by integration} depression of the order) indefinite integraljflrst
integrals; singular integrals; ordinary first order equations; integrating factors; the general linear equation) linear systems with constant coefficients and
no second member or with a second member composed of a polynomial or an exponential;
systems of first order partial equations with two or three variables; equations
with second order partial derivatives.
- Applications to geometry and mechanics; boundary value problems; eigen values and
functions; complete sequence of eigen functions; solution of eigen functions by
expansion) generalized Fourier series and Fourier coefficients.
- Gauss, Legendre, Bessel, Laplace and Sturm-Liouville equations; numerical solution
of equations; classification of equations and boundary conditions; homogeneous
and non-homogeneous problems.
- The three types of second order partial differential equations which are linear in
relation to the second order derivatives; wave equations in one (vibrating cord),
two (cylindrical waves) and three (spherical waves) dimensions; solution by separation of variables; Laplace's, POisson's and Helmholtz's partial differential equations; plane and spherical harmonic functions, spherical functions; the heat
equation; Fourier integrals; the Laplace transformation.
- Exercises in the integration of differential and partial differential
and in the solution of problems which lead to such integration.

2.1.6

equations

Complementary syllabUS in differential and integral calculus and elements

of

the

!§~~~=~~=~~~~!~~~---------------------------------------------------------------

- Rational and irrational numbers; real and complex numbers;
tion of complex numbers, modulus, argument.
- General concepts of function;

graphical representa-

algebraic and transcendental functions.

- Continuity, left-hand and right-hand limits.
- Series and infinite products of constants and functions.
- Convergence and uniform convergence of series;
integration of series.

term by term differentiation

- Functions of bounded variation; Rolle's and Darboux's theorems; Taylor's
its convergence, Cauchyl s and Lagrange's formulas for the remainder.

and
series,

_ Transformation of the closed line integral in ~he plane and in space into a surface
integral; transformation of the closed surface integral into a volume integral;
application of these transformations to vector fieldsj gradient of a scalar, divergence and curl of a vector; Laplacian of a scal~r; Green's 'formula.
- Analytic functions; conformal representation} the Cauchy integral;
singular polnts; poles, residues; Schwarz's theorem.

regular

- Elements of the calculus of variations, first variation of a multiple
extremes, second variation in some simple cases, maximum and minimum.

and

integral,

_ Functions defined by means of an integral, elliptical functions, some special functions, such as that of Weierstrass, and their properties.
- Elements of the theory of sets and the Lebesgue integral.
- Exercises.
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2·1.7

Statistios
- Laws of probability, distribution functions; mean value, moments, characteristic
function; asymptotic laws, the Gaussian law; theory of error and the method of
least squares.
- The statistical method and its scope; presentation of data: frequency polygons,
histograms, frequency curves; statistical parameters:
mean" median, mode"
variance, standard deviation, mean deviation, median deviation, quartiles and
deciIes, standard error and probable error; Gaussian curve; adjustment; sample
analysis, evaluation of parameters, standard error, significance of means, Student

and Fisher tests,

K

2 hypothesis test;

variance analysis.

- Contingency and correlation} Gaussian law with two variables, vectorial distribution} partial and multiple correlation; maximum value, return duration.
- Time series, random series;
analysis (power spectra).

trends in time series;

harmonic analysis, spectrum

- Exercises and problems of application.
2.1.8

~~::~~~~-~~-~:~~~~~~-~~~~~~~!~~~
- Numerical calculation of an expression involving only arithmetical operations;
limit of error in the result as determined by the limits of the errors in the data
and vice versa; use of logarithmic tables, calculation of the error in the numerical value of magnitude by means of logarithmic tables.
- Use of standard tables of functions (circular, hyperbolic, elliptic and Bessel
functions, Legendre polynomials, etc.)J construction of standard curves by means
of these tables.
- Use of the slide rule and of office calculating machines.
- Tabulations and differences.
- Interpolation;

applications of the method of least squares.

- Numerical differentiation and integration: numerical approximation to the derivatives of a function, graphical calculation of the derivative of a function represented by a curve; numerical approximation of definite integrals (Simpson's rule),
graphical approximation of definite integrals; planimeters; numerical approximation of double integrals; graphical method.
- Numerical calculation of series.
- Solution of ordinary differential equations, numerical approximation and graphical
method.
- Simultaneous linear equations.
- Partial differential equations;

relaxation methods.

- Non-linear algebraic equations)
methods.

numerical solution of cubic equations,

graphical

- Approximation functions.
- Solution of the standard transcendental equations;

graphical methods.

- Fourier synthesis and analysis; calculation of the Fourier coefficients of a function represented by a curve or by the numerical values of the function for a discrete series of values of the independent variables.
- Standard integral equations.
- Exercises in numerical calculation.
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- Machine computation: computers: notation; principles of input, processing,
memory and output stages, development of computers, adding machines, calculators,
accounting machines; tape and punch-card machines I principles, tapes and cards,
input, sorting and selection stages, output on lists, tapes and punch-cards; memory,
electronic and electromechanical computation,; connecting up components of tape
and punch-card machines: statistical, accounting and information handlingm$±rlnesJ
plugboards and recorded programme,; programming and autocodej application of
machine methods in meteorological services; analogue computers: processing of
continuous variables; applications.

2.2

Mechanics
- Mechanics

I

kinematics, statics and dynamics.

- The mechanics of rigid bodies and of hydromechanics.
- Mechanical properties of
elasticity~ plasticity~

- Definition of
work, energy}

solids~ liqUids and gases;
comppessibility.

maBs~

deformation~

velocity~

acceleration, force, mass, momentum, inertia~ friction,
dimensions of these magnitudes, fundamental and derived magnitudes.

- Standards and units of length, mass and time}
2.2.1

specific

systems of units

t

eGS,

MTS~

••.

Kinematics
Kinematics of a point:

rectilinear and curvilinear motion}

relative motion.

- Rectilinear motion t velocity, acceleration} uniform and accelerated motion,
vibratory motion z simple harmoniD oscillation and damped harmonic oscillation}
superposition of simple harmonic oscillations: interference and knocking; vibration modulated in amplitude. and frequency; decomposition of periodic and nonperiodic motion in simple harmonic oscillations.
- Curvilinear motion: velocity vector, hodograph, acceleration vector~ tangential
and centripetal acceleration; diagrams of distances traversed, of velocities and
of tangential accelerations.
- Motion referred to rectangular, polar, cylindrical and spherical co-ordinates.
- Kinematics of solid bodies:
motion.

translation, rotation about a fixed axis, helicoidal

- Change of reference systems t absolute and relative motion, entrainment, composition of velocities and accelerations (Coriolis"s theorem).
2.2.2

Statics
- Statics of a point t equilibrium of a free, material point, and of a material
point constrained to remain on a fixed curve or surface, with or without friction.
_ Moments:

vectorial moment in relation to a point and in relation to an axis.

_ Statics of a free rigid body: the six necessary and sufficient conditions for
equilibrium of a free, solid body, some special cases of equilibrium, equivalence
of two forae systems applied to a solid body; application to the reduction of a
system of forces (or of vectors), resultant and couple; composition of couples,
case of a solid body subjected to coplanar or parallel forces, centre of parallel
forces, oentre of gravity, calculation of centre of gravity of simple figures;
moment of forces which are parallel with respect to a plane.
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- Equilibrium of a constrained, rigid body J case of a fixed point, of a fixed axis
of rotation with or without sliding along the axis, of one, two or three points of
contact with a fixed planej reactions; catenaries.
- Stability of

equilibrium~

the restoring force is a function of position.

- Simple machines in equilibrium
plane.
- Law of attraction of bodies:

- Principle of virtual work

2.2.3

I

lever, winch, fixed and mobile pulleys, inclined
attraction of a sphere, application to the earth.

statement and applications.

~~~~~
- Dynamics of a free, material point t principle of inertia, definition of applied
force and of the mass of a point, relation between mass and weight, invariability
of mass and variability of weight; fundamental units (length, mass, time) and
derived units (velocity, acceleration, force).
- Motion of a point under the action of a force of constant magnitude and direction
and of a centrally applied force directly proportional to the distance from the
fixed centre and inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the
centre; rate of sweeping out areas, laws of areas; oscillating motion t simple,
damped and forced linear oscillators, coupled linear oscillators, non-linear oscillators; motion of a projectile in a gravitational field with and without air friction; composition of the forces applied to a material point.
- Work done by a force and by the" resultant of several forces, work done by a force
in a given finite displacement; theorems of kinetic and potential energy of a
material point} surface levels, fields and lines of force} application to the
gravitational field.
- Dynamics of a constrained, material point t motion of a point on an inclined plane,
with or without function, and with initial velocity directed along the line of
greatest slope} total pressure on a plane J reaction of the plane; small oscillations of a simple pendulum without friction, isochronism.
- Pynamics of a rigid body I theorem of moments and of kinetic energy;
standard
examples; motion of a rigid body with a fixed point, spherical pendulum, Foucault1s
pendulum; motion of a rigid body with a fixed point but under no force, top, gyroscope; moments of inertia; movement of a rigid body about a fixed axis; compound
pendulum, calculation of the reactions of the axis.
- Impulses, impacts.
- Elements of relativistic mechanics.

2.2.4

~~:~:~~~-~!-~~~~~~~~~-~~-~:~~:~~
- Celestial sphere t diurnal motion, horizontal and equatorial co-ordinates
angle, height and declination of a star, theodolite and sextant.

t

hour

- Earth: shape, dimensions and relief; mean sea-level, geoid; geographical coordinates; map of the world in two hemispheres} projection with conservation of
direction angles (conformed projection) and of areas, Mercator and Lambert projections on a meridian or equatorial plane.
- Transformation of equatorial co-ordjnates into horizontal co-ordinates, height of
a star as a function of the Observer's latitude, of the hour angle and of the declination of the star, application to the sun.
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- Sun z proper apparent motion on the celestial sphere, diurnal and annual motion,
ecliptic, length of day or of night and height at zenith as a function of the local
latitude and of the declination of the sun (season of the year)) astronomic seasons.

- Sidereal and solar years, sidereal and solar time;
and Gregorian calendars.

mean time, legal time,

Julian

- Moon: proper apparent motion on the celestial sphere, phases, rotation, lunar and
solar eclipses; earth-light (earth's albedo).
- Solar system: the planets, Copernican system, Kepler's laws, Newton's lawj general
knowledge of the distances, dimensions and physical composition of the s~, llie
planets and their satellites.

- Comets, shooting stars, meteorites.
- Elements, concepts of solar physics, solar radiation.
- Stars, nebulae, Milky Way.

2.2·5

~~~:~~~~~~~
- Elementary ideas on the kinematics, statics and dynamics of continuous media r
continuity of matterj specific mass and volume;
deformation of a continuous
medium about one of its points; decomposition of this deformation into translation,
rotation and pure deformation, deformation tensor, linear and cubic expansion, angular deformation; case of finite and infinitesimal deformation.
- stress tensors, tangential and normal stresses, pressures;
variables; equation of the continuity of matter.

Lagrangian

and Eulerian

- Elements of the theory of elasticity ~ infinitesimal deformation, velocity of
deformation, relation between deformation and stress, Hooke's law} elasticity equations; propagation of a small motion in an elastic medium.
- Fluid mechanics: fluid kinematics expressed in Eulerian and Lagrangian variables,
decomposition of a field of motion in the vicinity of one of its points into a
field of translation, a field of rotation and a field of deformation, physical significance of vorticity and divergence, application to plane motion, continuity equation; case of gases and liquids, compressibility and incompressibility; ideal fluid,
pressure, force due to the pressure gradient; equations of state and of change of
state of a flUid, perfect gas equationJsurface tension of fluids, capillarity} barotropic and baroclinic fluids, isobar-isostere solenoids; fluid equilibrium (hydrostatics), Pascal's law, Torricellifs experiment, barometer~ Archimedes' principle
and buoyancy, applications: hydrostatic equation along the vertical, altimetry,
application to the atmosphere, Laplace 1 s equation, immersed and floating bodies
and aerostats} gas and liquid pumps, compressors, siphons; manometers; fluid
dJTfia~ics, Eulerian and Lagrangian motion equations, boundary and initial conditions;
work-energy theorem, balance of mechanical energy (potential and kinetic energy);
application to aerodynamicsj special cases: case of a force function and qf a
velocity potential, stationary motion, Bernouilli's theorem; vorticity and divergence; rotational form of the equations of motion; irrotational motion and two or
three-dimensional rotational motion; irrotational motion in three dimensions due
to sources, sinks, doublets and line sources} images; flow around an obstacle E
case of the.sphere, the cylinder and the airfoil; eddy lines and eddy motion;
circulation and vorticity; absolute and relative circulation and vorticity} case
of the barotropic fluid: the Lagrange-Helmholtz theorem; case of the baroclinic
fluid z V. Bjerknes's theorem, application to the atmosphere z absolute and relative circulation and vorticity, cyclonic and anti-cyclonic circulation; discontinuity
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in the current field, application to the atmosphere;

small motion and its propaga-

tion in a fluid in equilibrium, compressibility waves (sound waves), gravity and
inertia waves, perturbation of oonstant or variable rectilinear current along a
transverse direction; mountain waves; viscous fluids, coefficient of viscosity,
case of gas, case of liquids; Navier-Stokes's tensor; integration of the viscous
fluid equations in simple cases, Poiseuille's flow and Couette's flow} resistance
of fluids to the motion of immersed bodies, Stokesls formula, limiting velocity,
applications} turbulent fluids, one and two-dimensional turbulent flow, boundary
layer, Reynolds's number, Reynoldsls tensor; turbulent diffusion of heat and
momentum" coefficients of specific conductivity and specific viscosity, application
to the atmosphere" turbulent diffusion of water vapour in air.

2·3

Physics

2·3.1

Acoustics
- Vibratory motion, elongation" amplitude, period" frequency.; propagation of vibratory motion" wave motion" transverse and longitudinal waves, wavelength, progagation velocity" regressive and progressive waves, standing waves.
- Sound sources and sound propagation; nature of wave motion, sound wave I amplitude"
wave length, frequency; interference of sound waves" beats, Doppler effect; forced
vibrations, resonance; propagation velocity of sound waves in pipes and along cords
and rods; reflection and refraction of sound, echo; measurement of the velocity,
frequency and wavelength of a sound wave,; pitch and loudness of sOlIDd; harmonics,
timbrej variation in propagation velocity with temperature; diatonic and welltempered scales.

2.3.2

:!'!::~~~~~~::::
- Object of thermodynamics; thermodynamic .system: definition, exchanges of energy
and matter with the external world, closed and open systems; physical state of a
system, variables of state, (p,v) systems, Clapeyron1s diagram.
- Definition of temperature, temperature scales (Celsius" Fahrenheit, Kelvin), variables of state and the equation of state of a system, homogeneous and nonhomogeneous systems; thermal expansion of solids, liquids and gasesj case of gases:
the laws of Boyle-Mariotte, Gay-Lussac, Avogadro and Dalton (gas mixtures); equation of state of a gas: perfect gas and Van der Waals1s gas.
- Definition of heat, quantity of heat: calorie" therma] conductivity, specific
heat, case of gases, heat of change of phase, heat of reaction (chemistrY)j calorimetry.
- First law of thermodynamics: various forms of energy (work, heat, electrical and
chemical energy, etc.), principle of the conservation of energy, principle of the
eqUivalency of heat and work (Joule), statement and meaning. of the first law in
the cases of systems at rest and in motion (atmospheric air), in the cases of
closed and open systems (clOUds in the case of precipitation).; case of systems in
motion: consequences of the first law and of the kinetic energy theorem as applied
to the systemj internal energy, enthalpy; Gibbs's system; work accomplished by
the expansion of an ideal fluid} reversible exchange of work and heat, calorimetric
ooefficients of a fluid, adiabatic transformations, case of the perfect gas.
- Second law of thermodynamics: general statement and meaning; reversible transformations, statement and implications of the law, one and two-source cycles,
Carnot's theorem, thermodynamic temperature scale; entropy; irreversible transformations, statement of the law, Clausius1s inequality and non-compensated heat,
entropy, evolution of an isolated system, degradation of the energy of a system.
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- Consequences of the two laws: thermodynamic potential, Gibbs's equations, chemical potential; applicat~on to ideal systems; mixtures of perfect gases (moist air)
and dilute solutions; thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium; displacement from
equilibrium; change of phase, inter-phase equilibrium, heat of change of phase,
Clapeyron's equation; lag in change of phase} dilute solutions, osmotic pressure,
Van't Hoff's law; chemical equilibrium between a solution and the solid phase of
the solvent) electrolytic solutions; phase rule; Nernst1s and Le Chatelier's
laws; capillary systems, application to water drops (Kelvin's law) and to ice
crystals; steam and internal combustion engines, efficiency, Watt's indicator;
refrigeration; jets and nozzles.

2·3·3

statistical mechanics
- Elements of the calculus of probabilities, application to p~sics; mean value,
variance) populationj generalized co-ordinates; degrees of freedomj Planck's
phase-space and ensemble; Gibbs's phase-space; Liouville's theorem;
canonic
distribution; distribution function; kinetic theory of gases; interpretation of
temperature and pressure; the viria! of a particle system and theorem of the
virial; Maxwell's distribution laws; internal energy of a perfect gas) principle
of equipartition; entropy of a perfect gas; Boltzman's and Avogadro's constants;
specific heats; equations of state; molecular velocities; mean free path} thermal conductivity; viscosity, diffusion; evaporation; Brownian motion.

~~~~~
- Geometric optics: rectilinear propagationj laws of reflection and refraction
(Descartes, Glastone-nale); index of refraction; plane and spherical mirrors;
parallel-sided plates; lenses; prisms; optical aberration; optical systems,
including the eye, photographic equipment, telescopes and microscopes; regular and
diffuse reflection, diffusion.
- Wave optics; theory of light; monochromatic light, period, frequency, velocity
of propagation, wavelength, dispersion, prisms; chromatic aberration; interference,
interference bands, interferometers; diffraction, diffraction gratings; problem
of diffraction, Huygens's principle; Doppler effect; polarization of light; velocity of light, phase and group velocities; spectroscopy: line and band spectra,
width of lines and bands, solar spectrum, resolution of a spectrum.
- Atmospheric optical phenomena.
- Radiant energy, emission, absorption, power of emission and absorption, thermal
radiation; radiation equilibrium; Kirchhoff's law, black body, attenuation transmission and absorption coefficients, Stefan-Boltzman's, Wien's and Planck's laws;
radiation equilibrium; photometry.
- Electromagnetic theory of light, comparison of electromagnetic and light waves.

- Properties of magnets; magnetic field; lines of magnetic force;
earth's magnetic field; magnetic induction; magnetometer.

magnetic moment;

- Static electricity: electrification by rubbing and by inuuction; electroscope;
concepts of electrical masses, of electric field and of electrostatic energy;
electric force, Coulomb's law; unit of chargej charge distribution on a conductor;
potential; capac~ty; condenser.
- Electric currents t direct current, current intensity, conductivity and resistance
of a conductor; Ohm's and Joule's laws; shunt currents; Wheatstone bridge; potentiometer; voltmeter; wattmeter.
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- Electro-magnetism: current and its magnetic field, electromagnets, microphone,
telephone) electro-magnetic induction; dynamo (Gramme); effect of a magnetic
field on a current; galvanometers; alternating current; indJction coils, transformers and generators; electrolysis, Faraday's laws, cells and accumulators;
cathode and X-rays.
- Radio-electricity: Maxwell's equations; capacity ill)d self-induction; electrical
oscillations, oscillating circuits, resonance, damping, coupling) vacuum tubes
and their applications; impedance; reactance; rectification; amplification; semiconductors; transistors; radar; propagation of electromagnetic waves, refraction
and polarization; neutral atmosphere and ionosphere; influence of a magnetic
field, Faraday's effect.
- System of units:

applications.

~~~~~~-~~-~~~:~~!~:_~~~~~~~
Concepts of the composition of matter, the molecule, the atom, structure
atom: nucleus and electrons, ions.

of

the

- Electronic theory: elementary particles; structure of the atom) ionization) ions
and thermionic electrons; production, propagation and detection of Hertzian waves,
corpuscular rays and their propagation; radio~activitYJ gamma and X-rays) natural
radio-activity, cosmic rays; continuous and discontinuous spectra) width of spectral lines; elementary quantum mechanics; principle of indeterminacy;
photoelectric effect; Raman effect and Compton effect.

3.

METEOROLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED OF CLASS I METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL
Aims of meteorology, the science of observation. General information on the direct
and indirect procedures of exploration, their respective value. The scale of meteorological phenomena and the notion of scale in meteorology.

3.~

Physical meteorology*
~~~£~~~~~~~_~~_~~:_~~~~~~~~:~~_~~:z dry air and its composition:
- Water vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone; properties of these gases, their distribution in space; weather and climate in relation to meteorological phenomena, the
aerosols.

- Phenomena of radiation in the atmosphere: radiant energy: emission and propagatfon;--solar-radfatlon-botfi-outsIde-the-atmosphere and within it; reflection, diffusion and absorption of solar radiation; direct solar radiation on the surface
of the globe as a flUlction of geographic latitude, time of day and season of the
year; sky radiation, global radiation and sunshine duration; infra-red radiation
of the earth and of the atmosphere; radiation balance and thermal budget of the
earth-atmosphere system; temperature of the surface of the globe and temperature
of the atmospheric air; long-term radiation equilibrium and thermal equilibrium
of the earth-atmosphere system.
- Temperature and moisture of the atmosphere: solar and geographic effects on air
temperature-and-humldlty;--ground-and-sea-temperatures; observed distribution of
air temperature and humidity at the earthts surface, in the troposphere and the
stratosphere; temperature field in the stratosphere and the ozone layer.

*

This course should be given a more extensive treatment for students who have a graduate
diploma in physics.
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- Electrical and optical phenomena:

electrical field of the earth; electrical conelectrical currents in the
electrical charges in clouds; electrical discharge in the troposphere.

ductIvIty-of-the-atmosphere~--atmosphericionisation;

atmosphere;

- Atmospheric transparency, atmospheric turbidity, turbidity coefficient; visibility.

- Mirages, rainbows, halos, coronae and other optical phenomena.
Thermodynamics of the atmosphere :

II quIa-water;-water-vapour;-lce;

thermodynamic systems in meteorology: dry air,

non~satured moist air, aqueous clouds, ice clouds,

clouds formed of water droplets and ice crystals; thermodynamic properties of
water in its three phases and the changes of phase; properties of dry air and moist
air; virtual temperature.
- Atmospheric pressure and its variation with altitude; geopotential and the geopotential metre; the hydrostatic equation, its importance in meteorology; height of
a pressure surface and thickness of a pressure layer; altimetryJ barometric pressure, its precision; the standard atmosphere.
- Adiabatic transformations of dry and moist air, potential temperature;
wet-bulb
temperature and the psychrometric formulaJ equivalent temperaturer wet-bulb pseudopotential temperature and pseudo-potential equivalent temperature; dew-point temperature and its variation with altitUde; dry and saturated adiabatic lapse rates;
mixing of the masses of moist air.
- Aerological diagrams, diagrams equivalent to Chapeyron 1 s
gram, use of diagrams in synoptic meteorology.

diagram~

choice of a dia-

- Stability of vertical dry and moist air, stability criteria and instability criteria,
conditional instability and latent instability, the parcel and slice methods and a
comparison of the two; convective flow in the atmosphere, importance of relief;
diurnal variation of stability and convection.

-

~!~~~_~~~~~~~_~~_~:~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~!~~: cloud microphysics and precipitation
microphysics) condensation of water vapour in the atmosphere, condensation nuclei;
influence on the saturation pressure of water vapour, surface tension and solubility
of nuclei in water; formation of raindrops and of ice crystalsJ cloud structure,
size of drops and crystals; raindrop formation processes :

- CloUds; large-scale and small-scale cooling of moist air by adiabatic expansion
(clOUds) and isobaric expansion (fog)~ stratiform clouds (up-draught of air on the
synoptic scale), cumuli form clouds (small-scale up-draught); international cloud
classification; genera, species and variety; cloud cover; radiation fog and
advection fog.
- Frontal clouds;

cloud systems and their classj.fication.

- Meteors I rain, drizzle~ snow, snow pellets, hail, continuous and intermittent
precipitation, showers; water spouts; fog, mist, dew, hoar-frost, rime, glaze
(clear ice); drifting snow and blowing snow, sandstorm, lightning, thunder, thunderstorm, squall.
- Notions of physical oceanography: geographical data relating to oceans, their
Importance-in-the-world;--the-changes of state of ocean water r salinity, temperature, pressure, specific mass, definitions and measurements;
temperature and
salinity distribution in the oceans; changes of state: freezing of sea water and
melting of sea ice; sea water evaporation and condensation of atmospheric water
vapour on the sea surface; absorption of solar radiation, extinction coefficient,
colour of the sea; infra-red radiation of the ocean surface; distribution of the
changes of state of the sea surface; oceanic circulations;
application of
V. BJerknesfs theorem; transfers between atmosphere and ocean
momentum, kinetic
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energy, heat, water vapour, carbon dioxide; the atmospherels action on the ocean :
sea surface winds and currents, waves, swell, bores and tidal waves, storm tides,
cold upwelling~ the ocean's action on the atmosphere 1 climatic action, dynamic
action, formation of subtropical anticyclones, sources of air masses, modification
of air masses due to heating or cooling, sea fogs" cyclogenesis over the oceans.

3·2
3·2.1

Dynamical meteorology*

~~~~~~~~~_~~~~_~~_~~~~~_~!_!~~_~~~~~E~~::
- Atmospheric air motionj the idea of scale; the equations of air motion on a ro-t~at
ing earth: vector equation of motion and equations in Cartesian, cylindrical and
spherical co-ordinates, with pressure as a vertical co-ordinate; the equation of
continuity, boundary conditions, the equation of state; order of magnitude of the
terms in the equations, the approximate equations of motion, stationary motion,
quasi-static motion, horizontal motion, motion with no tangential acceleration,
gradient wind, geostrophic wind; comparison between the true wind, the geostrophlc
wind and the gradient Wind; differences between air trajectories, stream lines
and isobars or contour lines (isOhypses) of the isobaric surfaces and relation
between the wind field and the pressure field, geostrophic motion and a-geostrophic
motion.

- Analytical theory of the problem of forecasting - complexity of the problem;
need for simplifying assumptions leading to models.

the

- The field of atmospheric flow considered as a vector field, its differential properties f vorticity and irrotational fields, divergent and non-divergent fields,
Laplacian fields; determination of a vector field as a function of its divergence
and vorticity.
- The importance of horizontal motion on the synoptic 'scale, divergence and convergence of horizontal stream lines and vertical motiQu; diffluence and confluence of
isobars; the barometric tendeIlcy equation, vertical motion of the air on the
synoptic scale; estimation of the vertical component by the various methods in use.
- Relative and absolute vorticity, importance of their vertical component, influence
of the curvature of the stream lines and of the rate of variation of the intensity
of the flow following the normal to the stream lines; circulation and vorticity.
- The vorticity equation, simplified forms, vertical variation of the horizontal
component of the wind, the relation between the wind field and the thermal field"
thermal wind.
- Application of the theory of circulation in baroclinic flUids to the circular vortex
and to the atmosphere, HPiland's interpretation of Bjerknes's circulation theorem,
computation of the number of isobaric-isoteric solenoids in a closed curve; sea and
land breezes; computation of the average meridional component of the wind.

3·2.2

~~~~~~~~~~:_~~~~~:~~~~~
- Disturbances superposed on a state of hydrostatic equilibrium in the field of gravity : static stability: compressibility and gravity waves in the atmosphere;
compressibility and gravity waves combined, application to mOlUltain waves} inertia
stability and inertia waves~ stability of the baroclinic circular vortex, dynamic
stability, application to the atmosphere} waves in a surface of discontinuous
flow and discontinuous specific maSSj disturbances superposed on a rectilinear

*

Reduce to essentials for students with a graduate diploma in physics.

flow, barotropic waves and cases of two-dimensional disturbances, baroclinic waves,
baroclinic instability, Rossby long waves; study of the above-mentioned waves
using the linearized equations of atmospheric dynamics, the corresponding energy
equations, and the circulation theorem CHPiland's interpretation).

~~~::~_:~:~~!~~~~~-~~-~~:_~~~~~~~:::
- Angular moment of the atmosphere about the earth's axis, relative and absolute
moment, balance of angular moment, meridional transport by atmospheric disturbances;
relation between this transport and zonal circulation; the balance of the atmosphere's kinetic energy and internal energy, production, destruction and transport
of energy, the role of baroclinity; the concepts of total potential energy and
available potential energy transformable into kinetic energy; the energy cycle
of the general cirCUlation; zonal harmonic analysis of meteorological quantities;
spectrum of the motion represented on synoptic charts; influence of oceans, continents and large-scale orographic features on the general circulation.

3.2.4

~:e~~:~~_~~!~~~_~~_~~:_~~~~~E~::~
- Air motion on a smaller scale than the synoptic scale, wind gusts,
a-geostrophic wind, katabatic winds.

- Non-viscous flow and viscous flow;

bulent flow,

Navier-Stokes's equations;

the laws of similarity and Reynolds's number;

local

winds,

laminar and tur-

scales of turbulence

micro-and-macro turbulence; Reynolds's tensor} the Frandtl and Taylor theories;
statistical theories of turbulence; eddy diffusivity t transport of water vapour,
aerosols, heat and momentum; dynamic action of relief on turbulence; rotation of
the wind in the friction layer, Ekman spiral; influence of stability on turbulence;
thermal convection; kinetic energy of turbulence, Richardson's number.
Application of numerical methods

--------------------------------

- Filtering of the dynamical equations to eliminate motions which have no meteorological significance, results of introducing the quasi-static approximation, the geostrophic approximation and the adiabatic approximation.: the solenoid approximation; the need for simple atmospheric models; the barotropic model, application
to stationary orographic waves, the baroclinic models: models with two, and more
than two parameters; numerical solution of Laplace's equation and of Helmholtz 1 s
equation; Southwell's relaxation method; FJprtoft's and Estoque1s graphical
methods; choice of dimension of the network for which values of the geopotential
are given; filtering effect of this method of representing the geopotential, errors
resulting from the substitution of differences for the corresponding derivatives;
numerical analysis of charts; electronic computing machines; use of punch-cards;
programming a numerical forecast in auto-code; mathematical stability of the computation procedure.
- Application of numerical methods to forecasting and research on the general circulation of the atmosphere.

3.3

Synoptic meteorology
- The meaning of weather.
- The synoptic method; the synoptic observation network, representative value of a
meteorological element; synoptic charts; basic rules and techniques of analysis;
weather charts and their analysis; synoptic representation of the pressure fieldj
isobars on a level surface and contours on an isobaric surface; quasi-geostrophic
approximation} geostrophic wind and thermal wind; quasi-static approximation:
geopotential of isobaric surfaces and thickness of an isobaric layer.

- Geometry and kinematics of surface and upper-air weather charts; pattern and movement of isobars, contour lines, isotherms, lines of equal thickness, and isotachs.
- Air masses, frontal zones, patterns of the pressure field, of the field of the
vertical component of the geostrophic vorticity, and the atmospheric situations
associated with them.
- Air masses
their sources, physical characteristic~ and classification, their
geographical distribution as a function of the time of the year; warm and cold
air, continental air, maritime air and the condensation phenomena associated with
them; influence of relief, recognition of air masses by aerological soundings.
- Frontal surfaces and frontal zones: their formation in the atmosphere, frontogenesis and fronto~sis; kinematics and dynamics of fronts, their geographical
distribution; Warm front and cold front, occluded front, secondary fronts and the
associated meteorological phenomena; frontal disturbances; polar front waves, the
evolution of a frontal depresseio, the occlUded depression, cyclogenesis and filling; mobile anticyclones; cloud systems; the influence of relief; families of
frontal cyclones, perturbations of the polar front and of the tropopause.
- General circulation in the troposphere, air masses and the polar front; the subtropical high pressure belt, the subpolar low pressure belt, the cyclonic polar
vortex; Jet streams: the flow lines and isotachs of a jet stream, tropospheric
and stratospheric circulations and the jet stream; the polar front jet stream,
frontal Jet stream, the multiple jet stream, the subtropical jet stream, stratospheric Jet streams; climatography of tropospheric ~et streams.
- The ~haracteristic large-scale patterns of standard isobaric surfaces, of their
relative topography (temperature field) and of the field of the vertical component
of geostrophic vorticity; stable and unstable waves of the zonal westerly current
of middle latitudes; formation in the middle and upper troposphere of mobile
trou@1s and wedge lines in the pressure field, of cold cyclones in low latitudes
and of warm anticyclones in high latitudes; the phenomenon of blocking; stable
and unstable waves of the easterly zonal current in low latitudes; tropical cyclones.
- Common characteristics of atmospheric circulation on the synoptic scale, from 700
to 100 rnb, tropospheric and stratospheric disturbances, contour patterns at the
50 rob level and at higher levels, the stratospheric monsoon, the cyclonic vortex of
the polar night and the Jet stream associated with it.
- Tropical meteorology: representative value of surface and upper-air measurements
of meteorological elements: ~heir diurnal variation, local factors; the orders
of magnitude of the terms used in dynamical meteorology (motion, continuity, thermodynamics) in the tropical latitudes, relation between the wind and the isobars in
the low latitudes, validity of the geostrophic hypothesis, stream lines and synoptic analysis, computation of the horizontal divergence and the vertical component
of vorticity in the tropical latitudes, intertropical convergence, the trade winds,
the inter-tropical front; the general circulation in the latitudes: mean flow
at the surface and in the upper air, tropical tropopause, seasonal variations of
the pressure ,and wind fields, equatorial low pressures, anticyclones of the subtropical high pressure belt, trade winds and monsoons; tropical clouds, hydrometeors and meteors of the inter-tropical zone, air masses in the tropics and their
transformations; waves of the easterly zonal current, squall lines, tornados,
tl~pical cyclones r
their evolution and trajectories; the interaction between the
low and middle latitudes: penetration of the polar front in the tropics, its
transformations, upper-air front, associated pressure troughs, zonal westerly circulation; shearlines; analysis and evolution of stream lines on synoptic charts.
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- Forecasting large-scale patterns of the height and temperature fields by using the
vorticity equation.
- Analysis and forecasting of large-scale patterns of atmospheric distribution
water vapour, cloud cover and precipitation:

physica1

relation

between

of

these

patterns and those of the forecast horizontal flow and the forecast field of vertical motion; formulation of the physical forecast (temperature, cloudiness, hydrometeors) from the numerical forecast of the field of motion.
- Fine structure associated with the large-sca10 pattern of the field of motion:
convection clouds, use of aerological'diagrams, thunderstorms, squall lines, tornados, clear air turbulence, icing, fog; inflUence of local geographical factors
on wind, temperature, clouds and hydrometeors
mountains and hills, coastal and
urban area effects.
- Preparation of general and special forecasts;
culture.

3.4

forecasts for aviation and

agri-

Climatology*
- Definition of climate; the physical factors of climate f heat, light, moisture;
the climatic elements: sunshine; temperature, cloudiness, fog, precipitation,
wind, moisture, evaporation, state of ground and sea; variability of the climatic
elements, their dturnal and annual variations; diurnal and annual variation of
wind, the monsoon, local winds; variability of the climatic elements in space}
geographical factors of climate, regional and local influences, the influence of
relief and soil, effects related to the nature of the earth's surface (forests,
prairies, crops, lakes, physical state and water-retention capacity of the soil, •.. );
grouping of the climatic elements for different air masses; geographical distribution of air masses and frontal zones.
- The statistical parameters: mean, normal, deviations, frequency, frequency distribution; probability, mean square and variance; significance tests, time series,
methods of adjustment, graphical adjustment, adjusted values, independence and homogeneity tests, coefficients of correlation.
- Tabulation of climatic observations, collection, treatment,
storage of climatic data; punch-cards and magnetic tapes.

representation

and

- Classification of climates
the different systems of classification, climatic
zones and types of climate; glaciation and its causes; palaeoclimatology: instruction (secular and millenary variations in climate during the quaternary period)
and methods (palynology, dendro-chronology, palaeomagnetism, geomorphology); influence of human factors on c~imate.
- Microclimate and micro climatological elements.
- Maritime climatology, world climatology and aerological climatology; description
of the general circulation using climatological charts; hydrology, the hydrological cycle, water infiltration, run-off;
hydrological parameters: hydrometric
dimensions, water course discharge, run-off coefficients, floods and low-water
levels, etc.; measurement o~ hydrometric dimensions and of discharge: limnimetry,
limnograph, current-meters, weirs, echo-sounding apparatus, solid transport measurementj lakes: water-balance and evaporation control; hydrogeology: detection
of water-bearing levels, boring operations.
- Synoptic climatology, concept of weather type, its use in weather forecasting.

*

Mainly for students with a graduate diploma in the mathematical sciences.

- Heat balance as a basis for a physical climatology.
- Application of climatology to
town-planning.

agriculture~* hydrology,

aviation, public health and

- Elements of agrometeorology t importance of radiation and soil physics, ground
temperature and air temperature, soil moisture and air moisture, soil moisture
profile, influence of relief and vegetation on the microclimate; ecology and
phenology; ecological climatology; meteorological protection in agriculture.

3.5

Meteorological observations:

instruments and methods of observation

General knowledge of instruments and methods of observation; basic principles of
measurement in meteorology; the idea of scale: synoptic scale and local scale; choice
of site for an instrument enclosure; precision of measurements and readings) procedures for
installation, maintenance and checking of instruments, calibrating procedures.

).5. 1

Surface observations
- Air temperature: thermometers and thermographs, mercury and alcohol thermometers,
maximum and minimum thermometers, bimetallic thermometers and their time constants.
- Ground temperature:

soil thermometers and thermographs.

- Atmospheric pressure f mercury barometers, aneroid barometers, hypsometers} corrections and reductions to be applied to readings; humidity:
psychrometric
measurements, naturally ventilated psychrometer; aspirated psychrometer; hair hygrometer; dew-point hygrometer; use of psychrometric tables.
- Precipitation: raingauges and siphon-type recording raingauges,
fall recorder; dew measurement.

rates of rain-

- Evaporation, evaporimeter, evaporation pan.
- Speed and direction of the wind: wind vanes, anemometers and anemographs; definition of the surface wind for synoptic purposes.
- Duration of sunshine and of global solar radiation;
meters and actinographs.
- Horizontal visibility

t

sunshine recorders,

estimation from the use of landmarks by day and

actinolights

at night.

- Distant recording, automatic instruments, automatic stations.

~~~:~~~~~~~-~~::~:~-~~~-~:~~-~~:_~:~~~
- Clouds: genera, species~ variety, cloudiness; measurement of the ceiling by
estimation, using pilot balloons in the daytime and cloud searchlights at nigh~ by
the optical echo method; automatic cloud base recorder; the comb nephoscope for
measuring cloud speed and direction.
- Hydrometeors:
- Thunderstorms:
)·5.)

*

exploration at a distance using radar echoes 3 radar.
atmospherics direction-finder.

~~E:::~~:_~~~::!~~~~~~
- Technique of aerological sounding, sounding equipment, calibrating radiosondesJ
preparing and carrying out a release 3 analysis of a sounding and presentation of the
results of the sounding on an aerological diagram, use of diagrams.

See Class III (Armex III, ).5) begirming at "- importance of meteorology

and weather forecasting in agriculture ••• ").

(climatology

- Sounding balloons, pilot balloons, captive balloons, kites.
- Measurement of pressure, temperature and moisture using meteorographs for balloons
and for aircraft; types of meteorographsj radiosonde; types of radioEondes.
- Upper-air measurements of wind; the various methods of measurement, technique of
wind sounding using the optical theodolitA, the radio-theodolite, and radar; the
hodograph.
- Measurement of air temperature and moisture from an aircraft) precautions to be
taken, correction and reduction of the measurements; vertical and horizontal sounding; weather reconnaissance flights.
- Application of the technique of aerological sounding (aircraft, sounding balloon)
to the measurement of other meteorological factors: atmospheric ozone, long-wave
and short-wave radiation in the atmosphere, global radio-activity of the air, electrio conductivity of the air and the electrical field.
- Meteorological rockets (temperature up to

approximately

60 km,

wind,

pressure,

density) .
- Meteorological observations carried out from artificial satellites
infra-red radiation.

I

cloUds, albedo,

Meteorological codes for transmitting synoptic surface and upper-air data,

codes;

3.5.5

special

for further detail, see Class III (Annex III, 3.3 and 3.4).

Record keeping: observer's notebook; monthly climatological records; records of
soundings, aerological diagrams) storing of documents; punch cards; elements of
machine tabulation.
Applied meteorology

3.6.1

~!::~~~~!~~~~_~~!~~:9~~N*
See "Guite to Qualifications and Training of Meteorological Personnel employed in
the Provision of Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation",- Chapter

III, 3.1.7 and 3.1.8.

The programme in climatology (see 3.4) comprises elements of agricultural and hydrological meteorology. The relevant technical corrnnissions of WMO should prepare for these two
important applications of meteorology a Guide similar to that prepared by CAeM in respect of
aeronautical meteorology.

3·6.4

*

~~~~~:~~~~9:9~~~_~~_~~~9~E~~:~:_:~::~:~~~~~
- Propagation of electro-magnetic waves: wave propagated along the ground,;
ionospheric propagation: regions D, E, ES1 F l , F 2 , critical frequency; methods of
observation: sonde apparatus, rockets, satellites (Faraday effect), retrodiffUsion, turbulence, daily and seasonal effects, ionization charts, disturbances (solar
eruptions, magnetic storms, aurorae, Mogel-Dellinger effect)1 application to propagation in different wave bands: MUF, kilometric waves, long and medium waves,
short waves; tropospheric propagation: propagation in visibility, transmission
equation, interference J refraction l refractive index (calculation, measurement),

For students with a degree in mathematics.

bending of rays, meteorological conditions for super-refraction (radio-duct);
radioclimatej transhorizon propagation z diffraction, .diffusion, partial reflexions, meteorological influences.
- Meteorological radar: basic theory (Mie's and Rayleigh's laws, dissemination,
absorption, radar equation), methods of observation (PPI, RHI, A, iso-echo,
CAPPI, .••. ), echo interpretation, precipitation detection and observation of
precipitation formation, "angels II.
- Atmospherics I origin, propagation, methods of observation, cross-checking;
"whistlers ll , origin, mode of propagation, methods of observation.
- Atmospheric electricity: description of the field, terrestrial charge, electric
potential, potential gradient, conductivity of air; methods of observation on
ground and in the upp~r airj electrical balance of the atmosphere.
3.7

Notions of electronics*

For sUbjects to be taught, see Class III (Annex III, 3.7). This course should be
taught in a similar manner to an experimental and theoretical physics course.
3.8

Meteorological transmissions
See paragraph 3.8 of Annex II.

3.9

Meteorological instruments*

For subjects to be taught, see Class III (Annex III, 3.8). Only the level of teaching is different, because, in the present case, the standard is at university level.
3.10

Organization

The need for organizing meteorology on national, regional and world scales} history
of the International Meteorological Organization; the W~rld Meteorological Organization,
its aims and activities.

4.

ORGANIZATION OF COURSES AND EXAMINATIONS

Post-graduate meteorological instruction should be of two years duration. The first
year will be devoted solely to the meteorological courses set out in the preceding paragraph.
All students who pass the examination set at the end of the first year will be admitted to
the second year.
In the second year, courses will be replaced by seminars. In addition, the student
will be required to write a monograph on a SUbject of his own choice.

The final diploma will not be awarded to the candidate until he has submitted and
successfully defended his end-of-course thesis and, in addition, undergone a six-month course
in a meteorological service with a full complement of the necessary sclentl£ic equipment.
This course is particularly intended to reveal the special aptitudes of the candidate; it
should then be easier to judge what duties should be assigned to him first.

"

For students with a degree in physics.
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ANNEX

II

DUTIES AND CURRICUlUM OF METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL - CLASS II

1.

DUTIES OF CLASS II METEOROLOOICAL PERSONNEL

Class II meteorological personnel are respbnsible for carrying OU~ all work relative
to the analysis and interpretation of observation data. This work includes : analysis of
synoptic charts$ weather forecasting$ climatology of the country, study of data relating
to physical meteorology (radiation, ozone, etc.),observational instruments and methods,
telecommunications, etc. As with Class III (see paragraph 7.3 and Annex III), provision
should be made for two categories Z Category A, concerned mainly with the theoretical (use
of observation data), and Category B, concerned mainly with the practical (instruments and
observational methods).

2.

CURRICUlUM IN BASIC KNOWLEDGE FOR CLASS II METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

2.1

Mathematics

This syllabus should be~ in essence, a course of instruction in applied mathematics.
It will be given in greater depth for Category A than for Category B.

2.1.1

Arithmetic
- As for Class I (Annex I, 2.1.1).
_ Problems and exercises.

2.1.2

Algebra

-------

- As for Class III (Annex III, 2.1.2), to which add:

_ Conditions under which a polynomial in x is divisible by (x-a), (x_a)2 and (x-a)3 l
reduction of rational fractions into simple factors.
- Real numbers, complex or imaginary numbers~ conjugate imaginary numbers; graphical
representation of complex numbers, modulus, argument; formula x + iy = r (cos 0( +
i sin 0( ).
- Limits; sequences, convergence and divergence of sequences; series, convergence
and divergence of series; criteria of convergence of series of positive terms
deduced from the study of

alternating series)

un+Jun ,
limit of (1 + l)n

n

V:;;;,

no( Un;

and

(1 + ~)n
n

absolutely convergent series;

where

n

is infinitel the

number e, Napierian logarithms, series defining the exponential function eX and
the inverse function 19x;
the hyperbolic functions; function defined by a
complete series in x with real coefficients, interval of convergence, addition and
multiplication within this interval; expansion of :

1/1 (::!:. x), 19(1::!:. x) and 19 LTl-x)/(l + xill
exponential series eX and aX, binomial series, expansion of circular functions
(see 2.1.5), hyperbolic functions and their inverses; the complex variable z =x + iy,
functions e z , ~in z, cos z, relations ex+iy= ex • e iy= ex( cos y + i sin y ) ;
hyperbolic sines and cosines, their relation to ordinary sines and cosines.
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- Matrices and determinantse
- Vectors; addition, subtraction and multiplication of vectors, scalar product and
vector product; components of a vector and unit vectors; application to geometry
and mechanics.
- Exercises in algebra.

~~~~~-~~~-~~~::_~:~~:~~~
See Class III (Annex III, 2.1.3), to which add

I

- Additional plane geometry on transformations of figures E translation, rotation or
any displacement
a plane figure in its plane; symmetry, inversion.

or

- For space geometry, syllabus identical to that for Class III, but in greater depth.
- Problems and exercises in geometry.

2.1.4

~~~~~~~:_~:~~:~~~
See Class III (Annex III, 2.1.4), to which add

I

- Additions to the theory of conics : tangents, poles and polar lines, conjugate diameters, axes, centre, foci, asymptotes, general quadratic equations and discussion
of the general equation and reduced equations of ellipse, parabola and hyperbola.
- Elements of three-dimensional analytical space geometry : oblique and rectangular
Cartesian co-ordinates~ change of Cartesian co-ordinates, spherical and cylindrical
co-ordinates; equation of a plane, plane passing through three points, plane passing
through one point and perpendicular to a straight line; equation of a sphere, coordinates of centre; theory of second-degree cones and qUadrics, discussion of their
general equation, reduced equations, tangent plane, pole and polar plane, diametrical
planes, diameters, axes, centre.
- Descriptive geometry : representation of a surface by its contours, line of greatest
slope, profiles.
- Exercises in analytic plane and space geometry.

2.1.5

~~~~:_~~~-~£~:~~~~~-~~~~~~~~:~~~
See Class III (Annex III, 2.1.5), to which add

I

- Basic formulae of spherical trigonometry; resolution of spherical triangles.
- Exercises in trigonometry.
- The subjects listed in paragraph 2.1.5 of Appendix III must be assimilated before
embarking on the supplementary algebra syllabus (see 2.1.2).

2.1.6

~~!~:~:~~~~~-~~~-~~~:~:~~_:~!:~~~~
See Class I (Annex I, 2.1.3).
- Delete matter relative to tensor analysisJ much greater emphasis should be given to
the practical aspects of the SUbject (above all with reference to its meteorological

applications) than to its theoretical aspects.
- The following are to be added :
- Rational and irrational numbers and functions, algebraic and transcendental numbers
and functions, real and complex numbers and functions.

- ContinuitYl left-hand and right-hand limits.
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- Convergence and uniform convergence of series; term-by-term differentiation
integration of series; convergence of Taylor's series.

and

- Transformation of closed line integral in a plane and in space into surface integral)
transformation of closed surface integral into volume integral; application of such
transformations to vector fields; gradient of a scalar# divergence and vortex of a
vector; Laplacian of a scalar.
- Green's theorems.
- Exercises in differential and integral calculus.
2·1.7

~~~!:~:~~~~~-~~?~~~~~
See Class I (Annex I, 2.1.4) :
- Delete all between "- co-ordinate systems ••• 11 and" - curves in a plane .•• " and
teach the remainder by emphasizing its applications. Differential geometry should
be considered as the application of differential calculus to lines and surfaces.
In place of deletions~ add the matter listed under 2.1.4 above.
- Exerc ises.

2.1.8

Differential equations

----------------------

See Class I (Annex I, 2.1.5)
- Delete existence theorems but demonstrate their necessity. This subject should be
considered as a course of instruction in applied mathematics. All matter relative
to partial derivative equations should be reduced to a strict minimum. Emphasis
will be given primarily to the subject's practical aspects. Numerous examples
should be taken from meteorologyJ with particular reference to the theory 'of atmospheric disturbances.
- Exercises : solution of differential equations and problems leading to the integration of differential equations.
2.1.9

Statistics

See Class I (Annex I, 2.1.7) :
- Greater emphasis, using numerous examples J should be given to the practical aspects
of the subject.
2.1.10

Numerical calculation
- Numerical calculation of an expression involving solely arithmetical operations}
limit of error in result as determined by limits of errors in data; the reverse
problem.
- Use of logarithmic tables) calculation of the error in the numerical value of
magnitude.

a

- Use of standard tables of functions (circular functions J Bessel functions, Legendre
polynomials, etc.); construction of standard curves using these tables.
- Use of slide rule and office calculating machinesG
- Tabulations and differences.
- Interpolation; application of the method of least squares.
- Numerical differentiation and integration I numerical approximation of the derivatives of a function; graphical calculation of the derivative of a function represented by a curve; numerical approximation of definite integrals (Simpson's rule)~
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graphical approximation of definite integrals) planimeters) numerioal approximation
of double integralsj graphical method.
- Numerical calculation of a series, applications.
- Solution of ordinary differential equations, numerical approximation and graphical
method.
- Solution of standard algebraic and transcendental equationsJ graphical method.
- Calculation of the Fourier coefficients of a function represented by a curve or by
the numerical values of the function for a ~iscrete series of values of the independent

variable~

- Exercises in numerical calculation.
- Machine computation: as for Class I (Appendix

2.2
2.2.1

I~

2.1.8).

Mechanics

~~~~~~~~:~!_~~~!~:~-~~~-~~~~~~~~
See Class I (Annex 1# 2.2, 2.2.1 J 2.2.2 and 2.2.3)J reducing to a strict minimum
the matter relative to rigid bodies and deleting all reference to relativistic
mechanics.

~~:~:~~~_~~_a~~:~~~~~_a~~_~~~~:~~
See Class I (Annex I, 2.2.4)
2.2.3

2.3

~!~~~~!~~~~:~
See Class I (Annex I J
strict minimum.

2.2.5)~

with matter relative to hydromechanics reduced to a

Physics
- This course will be less advanced for category A than for Category B.
- See Class I (Annex I, 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 2.).6).
- Recourse to equations and formulae should only be had where they are indispensable
to the understanding of the subject matterl only the very simplest of such equations and formulae should be referred to.
- Reduce 2.3.3 to the essentials of the kinetic theory.

2.4

Physical geography
See Class III (Annex III, 2.))

in extenso but in greater decail.

).

CURRICULUM IN METEOROLOOICAL KNOWLEDGE FOR CLASS II METEOROLOGISTS

).1

Physical meteorology
- This courSe will be less advanced for Category A than for Category B.
See Class I (Annex I, 3.1).

3.2

Dynamic meteorology
- For Category B this course will be reduced to essentials.

See Class I (Annex I, 3.2) :
- Reference should be limited to equations and formulae that are essential, with
particular emphasis on those employed in synoptic meteorologyJ delete 3.2.5 and
reduce 3.2.2 to its simplest form.

3.3

Synoptic meteorology
See Class I (Annex I, 3.3) z in extenso.

3.4

Climatology*

See Class I (Annex I, 3.4) z in extenso, except for hydrometeorology.
3.5

Meteorological observations

See Class I (Annex I, 3.5) : in extenso.
3.6

Applied meteorology

~~~~~~~~~~~!_~~~~~~~~~~~*
See the "Guide to Qualifications and Training of Meteorological Personnel employed
in the Provision of Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation",
Chapter III, 3.1.7, 3.1.8.

Radio-meteorology and atmospheric electricity

--------------------------------- ---- -----

See

3.7

paragraphs 3.6.2, 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 of Annex I

Grounding in electronics**
- For subject

~atterl

see Class III (Annex 111 1 3.7).

- The physics course (see 2.3 above) will be taken as a basis for instruction in
electronics. The standard of instruction should be such as to enable a Class II
meteorologist to direct the radio-electrical laboratory operated by a meteorological
service. Such a laboratory will obviously employ specialists (radio-electricians
and electronic technicians) - see paragraph 5 of the report.

3.8

Meteorological transmissions

Theory and practice in order to understand and superviRp.
logical telecommunications centre.
For curriculum l see Class III (Annex 111 1 paragraph
experimental and theoretical physics should be taught.

3.9

operation of a meteoro-

At the

~evel

of Class II,

Meteorological instruments

For subject matter l see Class III (Annex III,
in greater depth for Class II candidates.

*
**

3.4).

~hp.

For Category A only.
For Category B only.

3.8)s

it WillI however l be taught
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3.10

Meteorological organization

See Class I (Annex I. 3.9).

4.

ORGANIZATION OF COURSES AND EXAMINATIONS
The principles set out in paragraph 4 of Annexes III and IV likewise apply here.

The curriculum of courses given in paragraph 3 will extend over a period of 16
months. The various exercises and practical work will be distributed over the entire length
of the course. An examination will be held at the end of the course. Students who pass
this examination will be admitted to the practical training (9 months). A further examination will be held at the end of this training period~ unless reliance is placed in the judgment of the head of service in which the student underwent the training. The final Class II
diploma will only be awarded to the candidate on successful completion of the end-of-course
and end-of-probation examinations or, if there is no end-of-probation examination, on obtaining a good report from the head of service.
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ANNEX III
DUTIES AND CURRICULUM OF METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL - CLASS III

1.

DUTIES OF CLASS III METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

Firstly, observations carried out by Class IV meteorological personnel must be
processed in a wide variety of ways preparatory to ultimate use and interpretation. Secondly,
in order to enable the observers to fulfil their task, the synoptic ~d climatological
instruments employed by the surface observation network must be maintained in perfect operating condition. Moreover, the operation of telecommunications centre or aerological and
radiation stations requires qualified personnel who can operate the instruments used at such
stations.

Class III meteorological personnel will be responsible for the processing of observation data, the operation of aerological or radiation stations illld the inspection of the
surface observation network. Since these duties are so different in nature 3 it seems
necessary to provide for two categories of Class III meteorologists :
- Category A which will be responsible for the processing of observation data.
- Category B which will be responsible for the instruments.
In addition to the duties normally devolving on Class IV personnel (see
paragraphs 1.1 to 1.3), Class III meteorological personnel must be able to carry
following :

1.1

Annex IV,
out the

Category A
Decode and check incoming messages; plot meteorological charts, aerological diagrams and cross sections; assist Class II meteorological personnel in the analysis
and interpretation of observation data; supply, under supervision, meteorological
information to users; prepare the documents supplied to users, under the supervision of a Class II meteorologist; check the monthly weather summaries of the network stations; calculate the usual statistical parameters on the basis of such
monthly swmnaries.

1.2

Category B
Maintain and calibrate the meteorological instruments employed by the surface observation network; inspect the network; calibrate aerological sondes; operate an
aerological and a radiation station; keep the observation log up to date and prepare the monthly weather cards for such stations and the breakdOwn of soundings
(calculation of a1ti tudes and coding of aero logical messages);
carry out the
services requireq in a telecommunications centre. For Category B, instruction in
dynamic and synoptic meteorology will be reduced to the minimum.

2.

BASIC KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED OF CLASS III METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

2.1

Mathematics

2.l.l

Arithmetic
See Class IV

(Annex

IV,

2.1.1), to which add
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- Determination of the limits of the errors of the result of an operation,
the limits of the errors in the numbers;

given

absolute and relative errors.

- Problems of application and exercises.
2.1.2

~~§:~:~
See Class LV (Appendix IV, 2.1.2), to which add I
- Notable identities I
(a.± b)3 ~ a3.± 3a2b + 3ab 2 .± b 3,
(a3

± b3)~

(a

±

b)

2
(a

±

2
ab + b );

- Algebraic fractions, ~implification of, and operations on fractions; lowest common
multiplier and highest common divisor; polynomial fractionsj rational functions.

-. Rationalisation.
- Linear equations with one unknown; simultaneous linear equations with two unknowns}
simultaneous linear equations with three unknowns; graphical solution; appllcatioll and problems.
- Linear equations with two unknowns, numerioal and graphical solution.
- Rational and irrational numbers}
- Permutations and combinations;

calculation of roots;

fractional indices.

binomial theorem.

- Arithmetic and geometric progressions;
first n terms.

calculations of the nth term)

- Logarithms)
rule.

natural logarithms;

properties of logarithms;

sum

use of tables,

of

the

slide

- Quadratic equations, algebraic and graphical solution; real and imaginary roots;
sign of the quadratic expression; biquadratic equation; transformation of a
double radical into the sum of two simple radicals.
- Concept of the function of a variable~ its graphical representation;
among others, y ~ ax + b, Y ~ (ax + b)! (ex + d) with c ~ 0,
y

~ ax2 + bx + c with a ~

examples,

0

- Infinitely large and infinitely small quantities; limit of a variable, limit of a
function; operations on limits~ calculation of a limit - examples: elementary knowledge of the continuity of a function; algebraic functions.
- Algebraic exercises.
2·1.3

~~~:_~~_~E~::_~~~~:!:~
See Class LV (Annex LV, 2.1.3), to which add :
- Geometric loci points equidistant from one or two other points; points equidistant
from one or two straight lines) geometric construction of loci.
- Theorem of the external and internal bisectors of an angle of a triangle.
- Polygons z similarity of polygons, regUlar polygons and their properties) equilateral triangle, square, regular hexagons; polygons inscribed in, and circumscribed about, a circle.
- Length of a circumference and of an arc;
- Surface

z

definition and value of n

unit of surface, equivalent surfaces.
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_ Angle between a straight line and a plane; trihedrons; polyhedrons, regular polyhedrons} prisms, pyramid, frustum of a pyramid, cylinder, cone] frustum of a cone,
their Burface areas and volumes; surface and volume of the sphere, surface of a
spherical zonej the solid angle.
- Problems of plane and solid geometry.

~~~:_~~~~~~-~:~~:~:~

2.1.4

Analytic geometry of the plane, cartesian, rectangular and polar co-ordinates;
change of Cartesian co-ordinates} distance between two points; co-ordinates of
the mid-point of a segmentj geometric locus, its equation] equation of a straight
line: general form, equation of the straight line passing through two points,
equation of two parallel and of two perpendicular straight lines; equation of a
circle; some standard, simple, plane curves
parabola, ellipse, hyperbola, their
equations and construction in the plane.
- Exercises in plane analytic geometry.

!:~~~!:~~~~:~

2·1.5

Definition of arC and angle} measurement of an angle, units; positive and negative
angles I circular functions of an angle I sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, secant,
cosecant, their variation as a function of the angle and their graphical representation} circular functions of the sum or difference of two angles} circular functions of two complementary or suppJementary angles, of vertically opposite angles,
and of two angles whose sum or difference equals 2 l! ; reduction to the first
qUadrant; noteworthy values of the circular functions; classical elementary formulae; relation between the trigonometric functions of the same angle, conversion
of the sum or the difference of two sines or cosines into their product and vice
versa; trigonometric tables and their use; solution and discussion of certain
classical trigonometric equations; relation between the sides and angle of a
triangle; solution of triangles.
-

2.1.6

~rigonometric

exercises.

~~!~~:~~~!~~-~~-~!:~:§:~~_:~~:~~~~
_ Continuous function of a variable derived from a continuous differential function;
derivative of the sum and the difference of two functions and of the product and
the quotient of two functions} derivative of x n (n ~ 0), sin x and cos x.
_ Applications
(1) tangent to a curve and slope of a curve, at a point} gradient
of a scalar} rate of increase or decrease; (2) movement of a point on a straight
line: relation between the distance covered and the time taken and between the
velocity of the point and the time; maximum and minimwn of t,he fllllCtion of a
variable.
_ Simple cases of functions of a function.
_ Intuitive notion of the integral of a function;

integral of common functions I

xn~ sin x, cos x.

- Applications: the area defined by the arc of a curve, the axis of the abscissae
and the ordinate of the end points of the arc; lateral area and volume of a body
of revolution.
- Exercises in differential and integral calculus.
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Statistics
- Purpose and scope of statistics;

frequency distributions.

- Tabulation and graphical representation of statistical data.
- Mean, median, mode, variance, percentile.
- Method of least squares, contingency and correlation, harmonic analysis.
- Measures of dispersion

=

mean deviation and standard deviation.

- Exercises in statistics.
2.1.8

£>:~~~~§
- Use of the straight edge, ruler, square, compass, protractor, draWing pen, french
curve, stencil, etc.; drawing and construction of geometrical figures (triangles,
polygons, circles, ellipses, parabolas and hyperbolas); use of graph and tracing
paper} drawing of curves determined by points (algebra and analytical geometry
curves) •
- Cylindrical and conical projections;
metric and isometric perspective.

orthogonal and oblique projections} axono-

- Practical exercises.
2.2

Physics

2.2.1

Mechanics

See Class IV

(Annex

IV,

2.2.1), to which add:

- Revision of the magnitudes used in mechanics, their dimensions and units; fundamental and derived units; additional instruction in rectilinear motion, measurement
of acceleration~ Atwood's machine.

- Simple machines: pulley, lever, inclined plane) winch;
machineJ unit of work.

work done by a

simple

- Equation of motion of a real point (Newton's law); some simple applications, movement of a heavy point; movement of a simple pendulum, laws of the pendulum.
- Gravitational field: variation of gravity with altitude and latitude; level surface, work done by a real point moving through a gravitational field, definition of
potential energy (basic meaning of potential)] determination of g by using a
pendulum.
- Mechanical energy: clarification of the concept by means of simple examples;
kinetic and potential energy, conversion from one to the other;
conservation of
mechanical energy; paddle-wheels and turbines; relationship between the kinetic
energy of a moving body and the force applied to it; kinetic energy of rotation;
efficiency of machinesj definition and \mits of energy and power.
- Universal gravitation: law and universe constant of gravitation, Cavendish balance}
planetary movement around the sun, Kepler's laws; evaluation of the earth1s mass;
tides.
- Periodic movements: examples, period and frequency of movement, simple harmonic
movement, equation and graphical representation; propagation of a periodic movement
vibrating string and sound-;Jipe,; definition of wave; wave motion, velocity of propagation; longitudinal and transverse vibrations.

- Solids: molecular and crystalline structure;
friction.

elasticity~

Hooke's

law~

plasticity)

- Liquids t incompressibility, its consequences; Archimedes! principle, equilibrium
of immersed and floating bodies; determination of the specific gravity of a liquid,
hydrometer; elementary definitions of viscosity, capillarity, surface tension,
diffusion~ dialysis, osmosis and osmotic pressure.
- Gases J compressibility, its consequences; specific mass;
ideal and natural gases; gaseous diffusion, Grahamfs law.
2.2.2

Boyle-Mariotte's

law,

Heat
See Class IV

(Annex

IV,

2.2.2), to which add

- Thermometry and calorimetry;
and -radiation.

processes of heat transfert conduction,

- Expansion of solid, liquid, and gasesj
expansion and their relationship.

convection

coefficients of linear, surface and cubical

- Gaseous expansion, law of Gay-LussacJ absolute temperature; definition
perfect gas; equation of perfect gas and Van der Waalts equation.

of

the

- Specific heats of gases at constant volume and pressure and their determination by
the method of mixtures.
- Thermal or heat energy; mechanical equivalent of heat;
tion between mechanical and thermal units of energy.

Joule's experiment, rela-

- Change of state; latent heat; Clapeyron's equation; evaporation of liqUids, boiling, vapour and saturation pressures} triple point; liquifying of gases, critical
point, cooling, liquid air; fusion, super-cooling} water: evaporation, heat of
evaporation} condensation of water vapour, heat of condensation; freezing of water
and fusion of ice, heats of freezing and fusion; sublimation of ice and solidification of vapour, heats of sublimation and solidification; hygrometry, Regnault1s
hygrometer; relative and absolute humidities; Regnault's formula (psychometry).
- Elements of the kinetic theory of gases.
2.2·3

Acoustics
See Class IV

(Annex

- Properties of sound:

IV,

2.2.3), to which add

loudness~

pitch, timbre}

- Progressive, regressive and standing waves;

analysis and synthesis of sound.

sound-pipes.

- Propagation and velocity of propagation of sound in solids_, liquids and
influence of temperature; magnetic and mechanical sound recording.
2.2.4

gases;

Optics

See Class IV

(Annex

IV,

2.2.4), to which add

l

- Revision and additional instruction in geometric optics} explanation of reflection
and reflection by means of wave optics; plane and spherical mirrors: enlargement,
construction of the image~ sign convention} absolute and relative indices of refraction; Huygen's construction for the refracted ray} refraction of light, plane
and non-plane surfaces.
- Total reflection, limiting angle;
optical prism.

totally reflecting prismj

parallel-sided

plates~
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- Lenses r power, enlargement, construction of the image, sign convention;
ing lenses} assembly of thin lenses, power.

diverg-

- The human eye and its defects.
Optical instruments: microscope, photographic equipment, astronomical and terrestrial telescopes, prism binoculars, opera glasses, telescope.

- Photometry
meter.

cosine law (Lambert);

basic principle:

units and standard

- Spectrum, radiated energy, emission and absorption spectraJ
hofer lines; visible, ultra-violet and infra-red spectra.

solar spectrum, Frauen-

- Velocity of light, determination by the methods of Romer, Fizeau,
Michelson.

2.2·5

~~~:~:~:~!l_~~_~~~:!~~~
See Class IV (Annex IV, 2.2.5), to which add

photo-

Foucault

and

I

- Electrostatics: revision and additions : electric charges~ conductors and dielectrics, Coulomb's law, units, dielectric constant, electric density, spark discharge, peak power.
- Electrostatic field, e~ectric potential; potential difference;
during the conveyance of an electric charge, units of potentiaJ
- Electrical induction;
static generator.

capacity, condenser;

work

performed

•

principle of the Van de Graaff electro-

- Direct current: revjsion and additions: series resistance, Ohm's law;
shunt
currents} unit of resistance, series and parallel resistance; potentiometer,
shunt, Kirchhoff's law; electric cells: definition of electromotive force,
Voltaic, Leclanche and Daniell cells; .dry cells, polarization;
electrolysis,
Faraday's laws; electrons, ions; accumulators, assembly of the elements of cells.
- Magnetism
substances.

revision and additions:

magnetic

permeability~

para- and diamagnetic

- Electro-magnetism: magnetic field of an electric current, Ampere's rule; electromagnets, solenoids; B~ot and Savart's law; induced magnetism; hysteresis; magnetic circuit, work of the electro-magnetic force; electro-magnetic induction, induction generators, Gramme1s machine; effect of a magnetic field on a current, galvanometers.
- Direct current electrical measurements : voltmeter, galvanometer, ammeter,
meter, ohmmeter; dynamos, direct current motors.

watt-

- Alternating current: general statements on periodic phenomena (movements); effective electromotive force, power of alternating current} transformers; application
of the general laws of electricity to alternating currents; complex impedance;
alternating current electrical measurements; alternators, alternating current
motors.
- The internal structure of matter; electrons; introduction to the study of electronics and electro-magnetic radiation; capacity and self-induction, oscillating circuits, resonance; vacuum tubes, cathode rays, X-rays.
Microphone~

telephone, transmitter, receiver;
SWlllnary of basic prIncJples.

wireless telegraphy

and

telephony
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2.3

Physical geography
Only the essentials of the following will be taught

I

- Terrestrial globe, latitude and longitude, parallels and meridians, longitude and
hour, sunrise and sunset, time zones;
- Magnetic declination.
- Geographic maps, elements of topography, nomenclature of maps used in meteorology,
Mercator, Lambert (true conic) and stereographic projections; true projection and
area conservation projection; scale.
- Continents and oceans, distribution of land masses and seas on the earth1s surface;
principal features of the physical geography of the continents
nature of the
soil, soil classification according to its evolution, vegetable cover and natural
regionsJ relief and large morphological units (main mountain chains), influence
of the nature of rocks on the relief, karst landscape, flexures, faults, pot-holes}
vulcanism and earthquakes; erosion and the geological structure of the soil)
fluvial erosion, springs, lakes and rivers; erosion and the relief model in arid
countries} glacial erosion and the relief model in cold countries; marine erosion
and coastal morphology; more detailed physical geography of the region or the
continent to which the candidate has been assigned.
- Elements of cosmology 1 the solar system; rotation of the earth about its axis
and about the SUllj apparent diurnal and annual movement of the sun and their meteorological significance: inequality of night and day, variable zenith of the sun.

3.

METEOROLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED OF CLASS III METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

3.1

General meteorology
See Class IV (Armex IV, 3.1).

Syllabus identical in its main lines, but it should be developed further. The following additional SUbjects should be included :
- Radiation:

tbe laws of thermal radiation.

- Adiabatic transformation of non-saturated air and of air saturated with water vapour)
the psychrometric formula (Regnault)j potential wet-bulb temperature;
elementary
aerological diagram theory, choice of a diagram) problems that can be solved using
this diagram; vertical stability and instability of air; conditional equilibrium
and latent instability; thermal conve.ction and convection clouds.
- Clouds, fog and precipitation: basic knowledge of their formation~ saturation~
condensation nuclei~ influence of the surface tension of raindrops and of the
hygroscopicity of nuclei on saturation pressure; the procesS of raindrop formation;
laI~e-scale and small-scale cooling of the air due to adiabatic expansion (clouds)
and isobaric expansion (fog); frontal, generally stratiform clouds (up-draught on
the synoptic-scale), cumuliform clouds (thermal up-draught), orographic clouds~
turbulence clouds (small scale up-draught); international cloud classification;
fog classification; meteors (see also 3.2); artificial rain.
- Additional dynamic meteorologr:* revise and develop the syllabus of Class IV
(Annex IV~ 3.1);
ideas of scale in meteorology; motion on different scales;
synoptic wind, geostrophic approximation (Buys-Ballot's law)j a-geostrophic local
winds; equations of motion on the synoptic scale; geostrophic wind and gradient

*

To be reduced to essentials for Category B.
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wind; influence of the temperature field on the wind field~ thermal wind; horizontal divergence and convergence and the existence of vertical velocities; consequence
of the existence of vertical velocities; detection of horizontal convergence and
divergence regions on synoptic charts.
- Atmospheric turbulence; turbulence of mechanical and of thermal origin; turbulent
diffusion of heat and of water vapour; effect of t.he earth's friction on air movement on the synoptic scale; change of wind direction with height in the surface
layer (friction layer).
- Local circulation of the air:

sea breezes and land breezes;

dynamic and thermal

action of hills and valleys; height and range of influence of a mountain; orographic cloud!?; modifications of the thermal field caused by topography; Fohn effect.
- General circulation of the atmosphere; the use of monthly mean isobaric charts at
the earth's surface and monthly mean contour charts at 700, 500, 300 and 100 mb
levels; thermal effect of large continents (monsoons) and of large mountains and
valleys; average general circulation and instantaneous general circulation, index
of zonal circulation, circulation pattern; average general circulation and air
masses, introduction of average positions of the polar and arctic fronts.
- Additional synoptic meteorology:* revise and develop the syllabus of Class IV
(Armex IV, 3.1);
air masses: their sources, their physical characteristics
on the surface and in the upper air, their circulation, the phenomena of condensation associated with them, their class~fication: geographical and thermodynamic
classifications and their development; fronts: their formation and development,
cold, warm and occluded fronts; secondary cold fronts; fronts and temperature,
fronts Wid wind, fronts and clOUds, fronts and precipitation; frontal depression
of the temperate regions: the incipient depression (wave), the warm sector depression, the occluded depression, the phenomena of condensation (Cloud systems)
and of precipitation associated with them; families of frontal cyclones; influence
of orography on fronts and frontal disturbancesj mobile troughs and wedge lines of
the pressure field; retrograde depressions; tornados; tropical cyclones.
- The synoptic method
the synoptic observation network, representative value of
a meteorological element, synoptic weather charts, fundamental rules and analytical
techniques; weather charts and their analysis, synoptic representation of the pressure field: the isobars of a level surface and the contours of an isobaric surface; quasi-static approximation: geopotential (height) of isobaric surfaces mId
thickness of an isobaric layer; geostrophic approximation 1 geostrophic wind and
thermal wind; pattern and movement of isobars, contours and lines of equal thickness.
- Jet streams
stream lines and isotachs of a jet, the wind field and the temperature field of a jet, tropospheric and stratospheric circulations and jets;
the
polar front jet, frontal jets, multiple jetsj subtropical jets; stratospheric jets)
climatography of tropospheric jets.
- Tropical meteorology: representative value of surface and upper-air measurements
of meteorological parameters, their daily variation, local factors; general circulation at low latitudes, seasonal variations of the pressure and wind fields, equatorial low pressure areas, inter-tropical convergence, inter-tropical front, subtropical anticyclones, trade-winds and monsoons; air masses in the tropics and
their transformation, penetration of polar air into the tropics; wave-motions 01'
'the zonal easterly current, tropical cyclones, squalls, tornados, upper front,
pressure troughs associated with the zonal westerly circula-tionj analysis alld evolution of stream lines on synoptIc charts.
To be reduced to essentials for Category B.
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- Elements of atmospheric optics and electricity: refraction, rainbow 1 halo, corona,
blue of the sky, transparency of the atmosphere and visibility;
application of
notions of static electricity to the electric field of the atmosphere; atmospheric
ions and the conductivity of the air; lightning discharge and thunderstorms.

3.2

Meteorological observations
See Class IV (Annex IV, 3.2).
Identical syllabus to which must be added, in paragraph 3.2.4, the following additional elements :
- Vertical measurement of air pressure, temperature and humidity:
principle of
radiosonde, telemeterlng systems in use, radiosonde: types, description, working,
adjustment, preparation for a release; basic equipment of a radiosonde stationj
day to day functioning and maintenance; releasej reception; analysis of the
sounding, representation of the sounding on an aero logical diagram, computation
of altitudes.
- Wind measurement
radio-theodolite and radar; descd.ption, working principlesj
preparation for a release, release, reception, analysis of the sounding, day to day
maintenance of the equipment.

3.3

Meteorological codes

See Class IV

(Annex

IV,

3.3), to which add

- Upper-air observation codes;
radiowind codes.

I

symbolic forms and description of radiosonde

and

- Technical messages (special observation codes, forecast codes, etc.).

3.4

M~teorologieal

See Class IV

transmissions*

(Armex

IV,

3.4), to which add:

- Principles of organizing intercommunication between stations; utilization of the
various transmission methods, their advantages and disadvantagesj elementary notions
of telegraphy; description and working of the teleprinter and facsimilej electronic programming devices.
- Collection and diffusion of meteorological data; need for an international org~iza
tion (see paragraph 3.5); international and national telecommunication procedures;
continental or world broadcasts, sub-continental broadcasts, transmission of data
required for the protection of aircraft, sub-regional and regional broadcasts~

- Systems for transmitting data in flight.
- Meteorological transmission programmes;

message writing,

ex~rcises.

- Practical exercises on operational regulations concerning telephony, telegraphy and
radiotelegraphy and on the functioning of the principal apparatus used (teleprinter,
facsimile, radiotelegraphy reception apparatus, telegraph switchboard), installation
and day to day maintenance of this equipment} simple repairsj sound reception.

3.5

Climatolo gy**
See Class IV

(Annex

- Basic statistics:

*

IV,

3.6), to which add:

frequency, average, deviation.

To be developed further for Category B than for Category A.
For Category A of Class III only.

_ The principal climatic elements, their classification depending on whether the
average, the total, or the frequency is used} definition of the normals of climatic elements; climatic seasons, their variability; grouping of the different
climatic elements according to the nature of the air masses, geographical factors
of climate.
_ Geography of climates: climatic zones and types of climate;
and regional climatography.

world climatography

_ Machine tabulation of observational data.
_ Application of climatology to various hunlan'activities.
_ Importance of meteorology (climatology and weather forecasting) in agriculture J
the particular needs of farmers, tree farmers, wine growers, market garderners l etc.
_ Relations bmween meteorological factors and the production of various crops.
_ The importance of heat and temperature factors in agrometeorology; temperatures
to be taken into account in agricultural meteorology: ground temperature at
various depths, temperature of the ail' layers adhering to the ground (actinothermic
indexes), air temperature in the shade; influence of heat and temperature on vegatioD; ecological thresholds, early and late frosts, severe cold and great heat.
_ Importance of atmospheric precipitation in agriculture, soil moisture, soil moisture
profile and soil water reserves, evapotranspiration; the water balance;
floods,
droughts: irrigation control.
_ The climatic complexes;
plant growth.

use of diagrams illustrating climate and its

effect

on

_ Influence of meteorological factors on animal and plant parasites and on fungus
diseases of cultivated plants; meteorological protection of crops; crop protection, windbreaks, protection against adverse climatic conditions.
_ Notions of phenology, phenomena to be noted;
ology and agronomy.

use of these observations in

climat-

_ Liaison between a meteorological station and the agricultural users.

Applied meteorology
3.6.1

~::~~~~~~~~~-~:~:~:~~~~
See the "Guide to Qualifications and Training of Meteorological Personnel Employed
in the Provision of Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation",
Chapter V, 5.1.5·

3·6.2

~!~:~~~§~~~~-~:~:~:~~~~
See paragraphs 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 of Armex 1.
Radio-meteorology and atmospheric electricity

--------------------------------------------Paragraph

*

3.6.4 of Annex I reduced to its essentials.

For Category A of Class III only.
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3.7

Rudiments of electronics*
Practical knowledge of the equipment mentioned below and its wiring, so as to enable day to day operation and maintenance to be carried out r
- Oscillating circuits, their elements r
nance and selectivity.

resistance, inductance and capacity, reso-

- Electronic valves, theory of cathodes; diode and photoelectric cell;
triode,
tetrade, pentade, hexade, heptode, characteristics of an electrode, anode-grid
characteristics; characteristic parameter curves; special valves t gas valves,
valves and thyratron; cathode indicator; magnetic and static cathode valves;
secondary emission valves I description, functioning, use.
- Rectifying} the different wiring diagrams, principles of functioning; voltage doublers and multipliers; notion-of filters.

- Amplification, resistor amplifier (grounded cathode, grill and plate), high and
low frequenoies, direot current amplifier; tuned circuit amplifier, study of
resonators and of coupled or out-of-phase circuits, filters} transformer amplifiers; A-B-C power amplifiers, output power, efficiency, losses, field of application, frequency mUltiplication; description of some special amplifiers.
- Reaction t general concepts; influence on input and output impedance and on gain,
different types of LC sinusoidal, quartz and RC oscillators; non-sinusoidal oscillators.
- Radio-electricity: amplitude, frequency and phase modulation, basic study of
antennas (field strenght, directivitYI solar diagram), study of a receiver (detection systems, simple receivers, direct amplification, reaction detector, 8uperreaction), ohange of frequency (super-heterodyne), concepts of radio noise and of
signal-to-noise ratio, noise factor} study of a radio link.
- Very high-frequency tubes and circuits t special circuits]
guides; special tubes (klystron, megatron).
- Transistors

t

lines, cavities,

principle and applications.

- Radio measurements E procedures for measuring voltage} current frequency, phase
and impedance; description and use of main pieces of apparatus (meters, bridges,
Q-meter, detection and amplifying voltmeters)J rectangular and sinusoidal voltage
generators.
- Maintenance of electronic apparatus
tuning and repair of apparatus.

I

technology of spare

paI'ts~

principles

of

- Electronic apparatus used in meteorology
radiosonde transmitter and receiver,
radio-theodolite transmitter and receiver, cloud telemeter, cellometer, radar.
- Practical work

3.8

wiring (cables" checking, measurements) and simple repairs.

Meteorological instruments**

- Revise and develop paragraph 3.2.1 of

Annex

IV

(Class IV).

- Basic principles of measurements carried out in meteorology.
- Elementary theory I description, installation (siting, orientation), functioning,
cleaning, checking, regUlating, calibrating, maintenance of all the instruments
listed in paragraphs 3.2.2 to 3.2.4 of Annex IV.

*
**

For Category B of Class III only.
More for Category B than for Category A.
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- Multiple-curve recorders and distant recording principles, description, functioning, maintenance.
- Measurement of meteorological quantities from an aircraft: simple ideas on aerodynamics, distribution of speeds, pressures and temperatures around an obstacle;
description and functioning of instruments currently uS'ed in an aircraft (altimeter,
anemometer, varlometer, drift indicator) and of the meteorological instruments (aircraft aneroid barometer, aircraft psychrometer, thermometer with adiabatic setting,
friction thermometer); calculation of temperature corrections and measurement of
the humidity in an aircraft; weather reconnaissance.
- Aerological soundings: sounding balloons, storing, handling, inflating} hydrogen
generator: prinoiple, desoription, funotioning, maintenanoe; measurement of pressure, temperature and moistur.e: meteorograph; thermal compensation and elastic
properties of aneroid capsules; bimetallic thermometer, thermistor, hair hygrometer or membrane hygrometer, ohemical hygrometer, meteorographs for aircraft and
sounding balloons, light-weight meteorograph; procedures for standardizing meteorographs; light-weight radio-transmitters! principle and funotioning} radiosonde:
types of radiosonde, telemetering used (interruption of the broadcast, change of the
broadcast frequency, modulation of the transmitted wave): checking and calibrating radiosondes; basic equipment of a radiosonde station t principle, description,
fWlCtioning, day ta day maintenance; preparing a sOlUlding, "release, recepU.on of
the sounding; wind sOlUlding: pilot-baloans, theodolite; radio-theodolite: radiotransmitter; reception and analysis of the sounding, radar wind, analysis of the
measurements;
- Elements of actinometry, measurement of solar radiation and of terrestrial and
atmospheric radiations, properties of black bodies, photoelectric cells, filters,
actinometers: pyranometers, pyrheliometers, solarimeters, balance meter (radiometer), principle, description, functioning, day to day maintenance;
absolute
measurement of radiation, recording actinometers.
N.B.

3.9

It is evident that repairs and adjustments of certain delicate instruments
should be entrusted to specialists. It is equally evident that a radiowind
(or radarwind) station or a radiation station that is fully equipped cannot
be kept in service without the daily presence of a specialist (see paragraph 5
of the report).

Organization of meteorology
See Class IV (Annex IV, 3.5).
- Same programme} but to be developed to a greater extent.

11.

ORGANIZATION OF COURSES AND EXAMINATIONS

The general ideas set out in paragraph 4 of

Annex

IV

(Class IV) also apply here.

If the candidate does not have a meteorologist's Class IV diploma, he must first
attend an 8-month instruction course at an observation station and take the end-of-course
examination. In addition, before being entrusted with the duties proper to a Class III
meteorologist, he should have SUfficiently long experience in observation (meteorologist
Class IV). In our view, one year is the minimum.
All training centres for Class III meteorological personnel, Category A, should be
situated in the immediate vicinity of a weather bureau where the students can familiarize
themselves with decoding of messages received~ checking of these latter, plotting diagrams
and aeJ'ological cro3s-Gections, certain analyses, transmission of messages (observation,
analysis, forecasting), etc. In our view, an instruc·tion period of at least one year in a
weather bureau situated awa)r from the school is indispensable, as likewise an examination
at the end of the period.
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Similarly, all training centres for Class III, Category B, meteorological personnel
should be situated near a hydrology and radiation station that has complete equipment and
instrument-setting laboratories. This will enable the students to familiarize themselves
with the practical usage of aerological and radiation instruments and their setting, as also
with the analysis of actinograms and soundings, etc. An instruction period of at least one
year in a station distant from the school and an examination at the end of the period are,
in our view, indispensable.
The examinations at the end of the instruction period should be ao conceived that
the board of examiners can determine whether the candidates may be entrusted with the
responsibilities corresponding to personnel of their-class and category.
The newly admitted candidates will only be sent to specific instruction courses if
they have passed the theoretical and practical test set at the end of the ten-month study
period. The final diploma will only be awarded if the candidates have passed the end-ofcourse examinations to be taken at an observation station or weather bureau where they have
studied, or if they obtained good marks from the head of service of the country where the
course was held.
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ANNEX

IV

DUTIES AND CURRICULUM OF METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL - CLASS IV
1.

DUTIES OF CLASS IV METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

L 1

Surface observations (Climatology, synoptic meteorology) r

- Atmospheric pressure, temperature, humidity, evaporation, rainfall, magnitude and
direction of the wind, hours of sunshine, total radiation, minimum temperature above
grass, ground temperature at lOi 20 and 50 em depth.
- Cloud amount, ceiling, type and kind of clouds, visibility, present weather.
1.2

Daily instrument maintenance

- Barometer and barograph, thermometer and thermograph, maximum and minimum thermometers, psychrometer and hygrograph, evaporometer, raingauge and recording raingauge, anemometer and anemograph, sunshine recorder, Bellani solarimeter and bimetallic actinograph, grass minimum thermometer, earth thermometers.
1.3

Office work

- Reduction of observation data, transmission of synoptic messages.
- Keeping up-to-date the log and preparing the monthly summaries.
- Processing the recording diagrams, calculation of hourly totals and means, calculation of extreme values.
1.4
It is obvious that anyone who can carry out the above-mentioned duties has sufficient
training to plot meteorological charts and diagrams. Numerous exercises J together with
practical advice by experienced staff J should enabl~ an observer to plot charts. The amount
of practice required will depend upon the candidate's drawing ability. However, plotting
observation data on a chart or diagram does not merely entail decoding messages, but also
checking them for errors in transmissien and observation, which calls for much experience
in observation (see paragraph 1.1 of Annex III).

2.

BASIC KNOWLEDGE REQUD1ED OF CLASS IV METEOROLOOrCAL PERSONNEL

2.1

Mathematics

2.1.1 Arithmetic
- Decimal numbering,
- Fundamental operations
and decimal numbers,

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of whole

- Powers.
- Prime numbers, highest common factor, least common multiple,
- Common fractions : simplification, reduction to the same denominator; fundamental
operations; addition, subtraction, multiplication~ division and powers.
- Square and square root of a number, extraction of square roots.
- Ratios and proportions; direct and inverse proportionsj rule of three, proportional
division and percentages.
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- Metric system: measurement of length, surface, volume, weight, time, angle.
- Conversion of hours, minutes and seconds of time into degrees, minutes and seconds
of arc} correspondence between degrees, radians and grades.
- Exercises and problems in arithmetic.
2.1.2

Algebra
-------

- Algebraic numbers, positive and negative numbers, position of a point on an axis.
- Algebraic expressions: expression of first degrees and polynomials with one or two
variables} numerical values (with sign)] multiplication and division of a polynomial
by a number.
- Fundamental operations : addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of algebraic numbers and expressionsj rule of signs) common factor, reduction of similar
termsJ powers of an algebraic expressionJ generalization of the concept of power I
fractional, negative and zero powers.
- Special products

~

(a ~ b)2

= a2

+ 2ab + b 2 and

(a + b) (a _ b) ~ a 2 _ b 2

- Linear equation and inequality with one unknown; solution of a linear equation with
one unknownJ graphioal representation of y = ax + b, a and b having known numerical
values.
- Solution of simultaneous linear equations with two unknowns; graphical representation
of the solution.
- Solution of a numerical quadratic equation t
ax2 + bx + c = 0, a, band c having known numerical values, real and imaginary roots.
- Problems of application and exercises.

2.1.3

~~~~:_~~_~£~~:_~:~~:~:~

- Straight line : oblique, parallel and perpendicular linesj straight segment : perpen_
dicular bisector of a segment.
- Angles; bisector of an angle; adjacent, supplementary, complementary and vertically
opposite anglesJ triangles r right, isosceles ,and equilateral triangles.
- Congruent triangles.
- Metric relations in a right angled triangle (Pythagoras'

theorem).

- Angles formed by two parallels cut by a transversal.
- Sum of the angles of a triangle; external angles.
- Quadrilaterals) properties of the parallelogram, rectangle, rhombus, square, trapezoid,
regular hexagon, sum of the angles of a polygon.
- Circle : chord, perpendicular bisector of a chord, arc} arcs and angles at a centre}
measurement of arc and of angle, interior angle between tangent and chord and angle
in the alternate segment; internal and external angle} angles formed by two chords
and by two secants; metric relations in the circlej inscribed quadrilateral; inscribed
and circumscribed regular polygons.
- Ratio of two straight segments intercepted by three parallel linesj similarity and
similarity ratio; similar triangles (Thales l theorem) and similar figures, their
propertiesJ similar triangles, applic~tions.
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- Area of the rectangle, square, triangle, parallelogram, trapezoid, regular polygons,
circle} sector and segment of a circle.
- Plane, intersection of two planes, dihedral angle; parallel and perpendicular planes.
- Areas of the faces and total areas of the rectangular parallelepiped, cube, right
prism, cylinder and cone.
- Volumes of the above and of the sphere.
- Exercises and problems in geometry.

2.2

Physics

2.2.1

Mechanics

- Definitions: velocity, acceleration, force, pressure, work, power.

- Law of rectilinear motion x = f (t), uniform and uniformly accelerated motion,
graphical representation.

- Scalar and vector magnitudes; sum of two vectors, composition of velocities
logram of velocities.

J

paralle-

- Dimensions and measurement of physical magnitudes l length (scales, calipers, verniers),
area, volume, angle, time, velocity, acceleration, mass (single and double weighing),
force, pressure,; CGS and MTS systems.
- Gravity : variation of the acceleration of gravity as a function of latitude and
altitude,; mass and weight of a bodyj mass and specific weightJ determination of specific weight.
- Movement of a body in free fall and on an inclined plane.
- Uniform circular motion, centripetal acceleration and centrifugal force,; motion of
a pendulum.
- Motion of a projectile.
- Potential and kinetic energyJ conservation of energy (to be demonstrated by the abovementioned simple examples).
- Composition of forces acting at a point and parallel forces; resolution of a force,;
dynamometer) balances.
- Translation and rotation of a solid bodYJ force couple.
- Equilibrium of a solid body in a gravitational fieldJ centre of gravity and examples
in the case of simple bodies which can be resolved into simple geometric figures.
- Liquid and gas equiliprium; Archimedes' principle, buoyancy, floating and immersed
bodiesJ aerostats, vacuum pumps.
- Torricelli 1 s experiment, atmospheric pressurej mercury and aneroid barometersJ variation of atmospheric pressure with altitude; barometer used as altimeter.
- Compressibility of gasesJ Boyle-Mariotte's lawJ manometers.

2.2.2

Heat
- Concepts of heat and temperature, fundamental difference between the two concepts.
- Expansion of bodies and their coefficient of expansion, case of gases, Gay-Lussac's
lawj concept of perfect gas and equation of perfect gas)
_ Thermometric scales) Celsius temperature, Fahrenheit temperature, absolute temperature
(Kelvin)J mercury and alcohol thermometersl bimetal thermometerJ
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- Quantity of heat : calorie; heat capacity and specific heat, case of gas.
- Change of state : solidification and melting, solidification and sublimation, condensation and evaporation, case of water.
2.2.3

Acoustics

- Nature and sources of sound; propagation and velocity of sound} chords and soundpipes, standing waves; sound reflection (echo).
2.2.4

Optics

- Nature, propagation and velocity of light, reflection, refraction and absorption of
light; Descartes I laws and index of refraction; plane, convex and concave mirrors,
real and fictitious images, optical constants of mirrors1 lenses.
- The human eye, magnifying glass, telescope, photographic apparatus.
- Prism; decomposition of light; solar spectrum; halo.
2.2.5

~~::~~~~~~!_~~~_~~~~~~~~~
- Electrification by rubbing J by contact and by induction) positive and negative electric charges} electric pendulum~ gold-leaf electroscope; electrical discharge J spark.
- Atmospheric electricitYJ thunderstorm J lightning.
- Conductors and insulators; distribution of electric charges on a conductor J Faraday
cage.
- Coulomb's law J electrostatic unit of charge; electrical density; electrical field
and potential difference) measurement of potential difference (voltmeter).
- Electrical inductionj capacitYJ condensers.
- Principle of electrostatic machines) electrical discharges J lightning.
- Electric current} current intensity) resistance of a conductor J Ohm's law and the
Joule effect and their applications : series and parallel connected filament lampsJ
fuses; measurement of current intensity (ammeter).
- Properties of a magnet; Coulombrs law; magnetic field and flux J lines of force of a
magnetic field; magnetic moment; earth's magnetic field J declination and inclination.
- Magnetic field of an electric current~ effect of a magnetic field on an electric
current J galvanometer J Ampere's rule J electromagnets.
_0

Cells and accumulators : electromotive force and internal resistance; different types
of cellsJ their use in series and in shunt.

- Rudiments of oscillating circuits (capacity and self-induction J resonance)J alternating currents J microphone 1 telephone J wireless telegrap~ and telephony.
2.2.6

~~:~~:~~_~~~~_~~~_:~~~:~~:~_~~_~~~~~:~_£~~~~~

2.3

Physical geography
Physical geography of a country: relief J rivers J lines of communication. Elements
of cosmology.

3.

METEOROLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED OF CLASS TV METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL

3.1

General meteorology
- Horizontal and vertical dimensions of the atmosphere J its composition : dry air and
moist airJ the meteorological elements : air temperature J atmospheric pressure J
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density of dry air, moisture content of the air l speed and direction of the wind;
meaning of weather and climate.
- Heat exchange processes in the atmosphere : radiation, conduction and convection,
the relative importance of these three processes, rudiments of radiation, the part
played by air motion, advection and turbulence, give examples to illustrate the difference between mechanical turbulence and thermal turbulence (or thermo-convection);
the fundamental 1'ole of solar radiation in the atmosphere IS heat budget, global solar
radiation, sunshine duration} nocturnal radiation, the influence of clouds on radiation phenomena, in particular on nocturnal cooling; relations between radiation and
extremes of temperature on"the surface.
- Air temperature, rudiments of thermometry, the thermometric scales (Celsius, Fahrenheit, Kelvin).
- Thermometers (dry~ max., min., thermograph) : their basic principles and handling;
air temperature, its horizontal and vertical variations, as a function of the time
of day and the season of the year; meaning of temperature gradient; troposphere and
stratosphere, tropopause.
_ The effect of gravity on the atmosphere, air density, surface and upper-air pressurp.,
horizontal and vertical variations in pressure, the hydrostatic equation taken vertically, Laplace's formula, significance of pressure gradient, reduction of pressure at
sea level; the mercury barometer : its principle, setting up and handling; the aneroid
barometer; the standard atmosphere, the barometer used as an altimeter.
- Humidity, density of moist air, elementary knowledge of water vapour in the atmosphere 1
evaporation, water vapour pressure, dry vapour and saturated vapour, condensation,
freezing, sublimation and solidificationj heat due to phase changes (latent heat);
moisture indicators : vapour pressure, relative humidity, absolute humidity, mixing
ratio, specific humidity, mole fraction and dew point; virtual temperature~ rudiments
of cloud, fog, and precipitation formation) elementary theory of the we~ bulb thermometer, principles of the psychrometer and the hygrometer, the handling of these two
instruments; visibility~ the influence of water vapour, of water drops and dust
(aerosols).
_ Expansion or compression of a rising or falling air bubble, variation of the bubble's
temperature with height; isobaric expansion and adiabatic expansionj the influence
of condensation; basic knowledge of the vertical stability or instabilitYJ non-saturated
air and saturated air.
_ Synoptic representation of the weather; representation of temperature (isotherms),
cloud amount, and Wind; representation of the pressure field : isobars in a horizontal
surface (e.g. mean sea level) or contours of a pressure surface (e.g. 1,000 or 500 mb)J
systems of high and low pressure, pressure systems; barometric tendency and isal1obars.
_ Elementary knowledge of synoptic and dynamic meteorology : al~ motion, significance
of scale, the winds and their causes, rudiments of the general circulation in the
tropics and in non-tropical regions, local winds, diurnal wind variations (breezes)
and annual wind variations (monsoons); relation between the horizontal pressure gradient and the wind J Buys-ballot's law and the geostrophic wind, cyclones and anticyclones; air ~asses, their sources and the frontal zones.
_ Exercices and practical work.
3.2

Meteorological observations

3.2.1

General
_ Practical units used for measuring the various meteorological elements : synoptic
observations and climatological observations I observations for aircraft; observation
hours, universal time and local time.
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- General information about instruments; direct-reading instruments and recording instruments, the daily operation of renewing the record sheets, their setting up and
handling, day-to-day maintenance, precautions to be taken to ensure correct functioning of the instruments, tracing and oorrecting current faults} diagrams and correction
curves.
3.2.2

Measurements carried out on the surface
- Sunshine recorder : correct position of the instrument according to whether the station is situated North or South of the equator, types of charts used, measurement of
sunshine duration and coding the measurements,_

- Solarimeter (Bellan!) : observation hours and procedure, reading the total; thermoelectric actinometerj bimetallic actinograph.
- Thermometers for measuring the temperature of the air ~ mercury thermometers and
alcohol thermometers; observation hours, reading at O.loC~ correction and coding the
corrected readingJ maximum and minimum thermometers I setting~ observation hours, reading at O.loC, correction and coding the corrected reading; bimetal~io thermometers)
meteorologioal soreens, reason for their existence, types and orientation, arrangement of the instrun~nts in the screen~ thermographs~ thermograms, calibrating, corrections and analysis.
- Thermometers for measuring water temperature.
- Thermometer for measuring ground temperature at 10, 20 and 50 em depth : .observation
hours} reading the temperature to O.loC} correction and coding the corrected reading.
- Mercury barometers : Fortin and Kew;
Observation hours, .reading the barometric height to 0.1 rom, corrections and reduetion
of the reading to mean sea level, conversion of rum to rob, use of correction tables,
coding the corrected and reduced measurement; barograph : barometric tendency and
characteristic, barograms, calibration, corrections and analysis~ determination of
QNE~ QFE, QNH~ QFF, their computation and transmission; the barometer used as
an
altimeter.
- Psychrometer t principle, maintenance, reading of thermometers s use of psychrome·tric
tables~ relative humidity and dew point, computation of dew point, coding; hygrographr
diagrams, calibration, corrections and analysis.
- Evaporimeter (Piche) : principle, maintenance, reading; evaporation pans.
- Wind measurement on the surface = wind speed units, methods of observing wind direction (measurement by estimation, use of an ordinary wind vane or an electric wind
vane), methods of obtaining wind speed (by estimating the mechanical effects of the
wind} Beaufort scale, or by anemometers), types of anemometer, analysis of anemograms~
gustiness, squalls, coding wind direction (estimated or measured) and wind speed
(estimated or measured).
- Direct-measuring raingauges and snow gauges z observation hours and procedures,
coding rainfall measurementsJ recording raingauge, analysis of rainfall curves; rate
of rainfall recorder.
- Visibility : horizontal visibility, measured by estimation or using landmarks in the
daytime and light sources at night, daytime and night-time measurements are not comparable; coding of observed visibility; horizontal Jl oblique and vertical visibility.
- Maintenance of the instrument enclosure; installation of the meteorological enclosure

3.203 Observations carried out from the ground

----------------------------------------

- Clouds I international classification of clouds; genera, species and variety of
clouds; orographic clouds and special clOUds; the meteorological code of clOUds;

D
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cloud amQunt, height of cloud base and estimation; classification of fog according to
its formation; cloud systems and cross-sections of cloud systems.
- Meteors: their definition and classification; hydrometeors I rain, drizzle, snow,
snow pellets, snow grains, ice pellets, hail, ice prisms, mist, drifting snow and
blowing snow, spray, dew, hoar-frost, rime, glaze (clear ice), water spout} lithometeors: haze (optical haze), sand haze, smoke, drifting and blowing dust or sand,
dust (or sand) storm, dust (or sand) whirlJ photometeors : halo, corona, irisations,
glory, rainbow; electrorneteors
lightning, thunderstorm, St. Elmo's fire (polar
aurora) •
- Principal forms of precipitation and the clouds associated with them, clOUd systems;
present weather and past weather, meteorological codes of present weather and past
weather; squalls.
- state of ground and sea
3.2.4

Upper-air measurement

---------------------

- Pilot balloons : lift speed, valve adjustment, inflation} hydrogen generators
principle and use.

t

- Wind measurement : principles t description and setting up of the theodolite I sighting pilot balloons With the theodolite} recording theodolite} analysis and graphic
representation of a soundlngJ meteorological code.
- Measurements relating to clouds : height of cloud base determined by pilot balloon
in the daytime, and by a cloud searchlight at night; cloud speed and direction determined by using the comb nephoscope, the theodolite used as a nephoscope.
3.2.5

Practical work sessions

3-3

Meteorological codes
- General knowledge of meteorological codes.
_ Surface observation codesJ symbolic forms and description of the codes used by land
stations and ships.
- Other codes.
- Coding and decoding messages; exercises.

3.4

Meteorological transmissions
_ Demonstration and practical experience of the functioning of the principal apparatus
used for meteorological transmissions; installation, day-to-day maintenance, simple
repairs.
_ Writing, broadcasting and reception of messagesJ training in the transmission of coded
meteorological messages and in the reception (by sound) of radio-meteorological broadcasts.
- Practical work sessions.

3.5

Organization of meteorology
_ History of the development of the meteorological services of the region.
_ History of the national meteorological service and its observation network.
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- Need for an international organization of meteorology) regional scale and world scale.
- The functions of the synoptic network and the climatological network.
- The fundamental role of the observer.
- Method of collecting and disseminating coded messages, preparation of collective
messagGS.

3.6

Climatology
- The meaning of climate; the climatic elements· (sunshine, temperature, cloud cover,
fog, precipitation, wind, moisture, evaporation, state of the sea and the ground and
their variability (diurnal and annual variation)) the geographical factors of climate.
- Representative elements of climate : averages, normals, frequencies, deviations.
- The principal climates of the region.
- Monthly climatological summaries of synoptic observations I temperature~ clouds, precipitation, sunshine duration, wind direction and intensity.
- Analysis of records.

4.

ORGANIZATION OF ClASS AND EXJIMINATIONS

Practical exercises will alternate with mathematics classes and classes in theoretical
and laboratory work will alternate with physics and experimental meteorology
(instruments) classes. In this connexion, it is indispensable that there be a meteorological
enclosure, in the immediate vicinity of the school, fully equipped with a complete range of
observation instruments. The practical exercises and the laboratory work will accustom students to utilize newly acquired knowledge~ and will enable the instructor to determine whether
benefit is being gained from the instruction. At the end of the four-month stUdy period, the
students will take a theoretical and practical examination. If they pass this examination
they will then follow a course of instruction lasting a minimum of eight rnonthsin a fulJy
equipped station run by capable and experienced personnel. At the end of the course of instruction the candidate will take an examination bearing solely on the practical knowledge
indispensable to the exercise of the profession of observer, unless reliance is placed on
the judgment of the head of the station where the course was held. It will thus be possible
to determine whether the candidate may be freely entrusted with the responsibility of carrying out meteorological observations. The final diploma will only be granted to candidates
who have successfully passed the practical test set at the end of the instruction period or
who have obtained good reports from the head of the station.

meteorology~
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ANNEX V
COMMENTS AND DECISIONS OF THE WMO EJ{ECUTIVE COMMITrEE ON THE REPORT ENTI'rIED
"THE PROBLEM OF THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF METEOROIDGICAL PERSONNEL
bF ALL GRADES IN THE LESS-DEVEIDPED COUNTRIES",

1..
The fourteenth s,ession (May-June 1962) of the WMO Executive Conunittee examined the
above-mentioned report and recorded the following comments and decisions which are mainly
extracted from the abridged report of the session i
(a)

The Committee agreed that this report should be considered as advisory material which
would be useful as a general reference to countries establishing or expanding their
training facilities and as a general reference concerning the technical nature and content of training courses. The report should not be given the status of an authoritative
statement of WMO views on training, and appropriate measures should be taken in distributing the report to ensure that its status and usefulness are taken fully into consideration.

(b)

The Committee agreed to instruct the Secretary-General to

I

(i)

Distribute the report, together with the comments of the Executive Committee,
to Members and Presidents of Technical Commissions and invite them to send their
conunentsJ

(11)

Give Professor Van Mieghem the opportunity of making such revisions to
report as he may wish in the light of these commentsj-

his

(iii) Publish and distribute the amended report in the form of a Technical Note, indicating clearly in a foreword the provisional status of the report, and with the
comments of the Executive Committee, Members and presidents of technical commissions included as an appendixJ
(c)

The Committee agreed that, when distributing the report to Members, it should be indicated that the classifications given in the report bear no relation to, and should not
be considered as reflecting, a Civil Service form of grading of Members. The Committee
also agreed that the foreword to the report~ when distributed as a Technical Note,
should give a historical review of the preparation of the report and subsequent action
leading to the issue of the Technical Note# with a clear statement of its status as
provisional, subject to its later review, and making specific reference to the status
of the classificationsJ

(d)

The Committee considered that in its present form the report gave an excellent presentation of the general question of training as seen by a highly qualified consultant
and that such an individual report, together with comments by the Executive Committee,
Members and presidents of technical oommissions, would give the best advice to COUlltries at the present time.

2.
Apart from the comments and decisions mentioned above, the views of the Executive Committee on some points of detail as they emerged during the discussion of the report, are
summarized in the following paragraphs I
(a)

The division of the personnel into four classes, as proposed by the consultant, did
not meet with the unanimous approval of members of the Executive Committee. Some

I
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members felt that it would be unwise to establish a Class II, on the grounds that the
~asks confided to meteorologists of that class should properly be assigned to Class I

meteorologists; others were convinced that a Class II 1s needed.

Again, others believed

that Class I should be reserved for meteorologists with high university qualifications,
and Class II for holders of a Bachelor1s degree. Finally, some felt that there should
be only two cl~sses in all lone for university graduates and the other for candidates
of secondary school education;

(b)

The Executive Committee requested Members to state their views on the level of

the

proposed training programmes;
(0)

The consultant placed forecasters in Class II, except for forecasters responsible for
the main analyses~ whom he assigned to Class I. Some members of the Executive Committee agreed with the latter classification~ while others felt that all forecasters
should be in Class I)

(d)

On university training of meteorological personnel, there were likewise differences
of opinion in the Executive Committee. Some members of the Executive Committee held
that meteorology should be a post-graduate subject at universitiesJ others felt that
it would be better to commence instruction in meteorology in the first year of university, on the understanding that such instruction would comprise an adequate programme
of fundamental sciences~ such as mathematics and physics)

(e)

The report should envisage the ideal to be reached as regards professional training
of meteorological personnel and should not be unduly limited by present possibilities)

(f)

Standards for developing countries should be the same as those for advanced countries.
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ANNEX VI
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM MEMBERS OF WMO ON THE REPORT ENTITLED
"THE PROBLEM OF THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL
OF ALL GRADES IN THE LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES"

1.
In accordance with the directive of the WMO Executive Committee (see Appendix V).
Members of WMO were invited, by a circular letter distributed on 26 July 1962, to send their
comments on the above-mentioned report. The comments of the Executive Committee on the
report, as reproduced in Appendix V to the present Technical Note, were also forwarded to
Members. In order to facilitate analysis of their replies, they were requested to give their
opinion on the points dealt with in sub-paragraphs (a) to (d) of paragraph 2 of Appendix V.
2.
Replies from 60 Members were received in the WMO Secretariat as on 14 December 1962.
The comments received from them are summarized below :

3.

SUMMARY OF MEMBERS I REPLIES

3.1

Views of Members on the division of meteorological personnel into four classes

Of 60 replies received by the Secretariat, 32 support, in principle, the division of
meteorological personnel into four classes J 13 support a division into three classes, and
one a division into two classes (Classes I and III). Nine Members made no comments, one
cannot do so at present J while two refrained from signifying agreement~ without~ however,
expressing their disagreement. To the 32 favourable replies, should be added two favouring
four grades, but based on a different conception from that in the report. Of the two latter,
one proposes the following four categories : Category A or University graduates; Category B
or Assistant-meteorologists (secondary education followed by two years' professional training); Category C or Staff to plot charts and diagrams~ and maintain instruments and telecommunication services (primary education followed by one year's professional training); Category D or meteorological observers (primary education followed by six months ' professional
training), the cream of category D to be admitted to category C. The second reply proposes
the following four classes: Class I or personnel with University qualifications; Class II
or personnel with complete Secondary education J followed by 18 to 24 months professional
training; Class III or personnel with complete primary education, followed by the first
years of secondary education and 6 to 12 months l professional training; Class IV or personnel with complete primary education, medium-level technical instruction and 12 to 18
months' professional training. Personnel of Class II would serve as assistants~ those of
Class III would carry out meteorological observations, while those of Class IV would maintain instruments. In the opinion of the Member, this latter classification consisting of
four classes is better suited to the needs of developing countries.
One Member considers that it would be difficult for the proposed classification to
be acceptable everywhere. Another Member does not think that the number of grades is important : it is enough to distinguish university graduates from the rest (scientific staff and
technical staff).
The three-grade classification suggested by thirteen Members is of great diversity :
seven Members advocate either the abolition of Class II, or the merging of Classes I and II
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into a university graduate class, or the division between Classes I and III of the functions
of Class II} three advocate the abolition of Class IVI two advocate the fusion of Classes
III and IV} one advocates the fusion of Classes II and III.
The
II - Class
rology and
or physics

three Members advocating the abolition of Class IV wish to retain Classes I and
I comprising meteorologists who have received postgraduate instruction tn meteoClass II consisting of those Who have undergone a college education in mathematics
for at least one year.

Among the thirty_two replies which are in principle favourable to the classification
of personnel into four grades as proposed by the consultant, there are some Which contain
some reservations; they are as follows t
Six Members consider that observers, particularly those at aerodromes, should belong to
Class III, one of them feeling that Class IV should be reserved for those combining the
duties of meteorological observer with other official functions}
Three Members felt that, in the relatively near future, when most meteorological services
shall have developed to a skfficient extent, either Class I could be me~ged with Class II,
and Class III with Class IV, or that Class II and Class IV could be established, or that
Class I and Class II alone should be merged;
One Membe~while not in principle opposed to a four-grade
see Classes III and IV merged into one}
-

classifica~ion,

would prefer to

Another Member felt that, if necessary, Classes II and III could be merged - the length
of professional training depending on qualifications on recruitment. Here, Class I would
be reserved for graduates haVing received at least an honourable mention}
One- Member considered that Classes I and II should not be exclusively reserved for university graduates; anyone with the required skills and knowledge who has shown that he can
carry out the tasks normally entrusted to personnel of Classes I and II should be allowed
to enter these grades;

,

Finally, one Member, while not in principle opposed to the consultant's classification
scheme, felt that it only possessed indicative value.
Views of Members on the level of the proposed training programmes

3~2

Fifty-seven Members replied explicitly: thirty-five accept in principle the levels
of the programmes contained in the Appendices to the Report, twelve made no comments, one
cannot yet do so, four had reservations, and one feels that the programmes are greatly overloaded~
Finally, three of the Members advocating a three-grade classification and the one
Member advocating only a two-grade classification consider that the programmes should be
revised in the light of their views.
Apart from the four Members making reservations, nine Members favouring the programmes
and one Member making no comments on the programmes in their entirety did make some remarks~
These reservations and remarks are summarized below :
One Member wants a greater differentiation between the qualifications for Classes III and

II}
One Member disagreed with the proposed duration of the theoretical and practical courses
and expressed the view that it should be 12 months for Classes I and II and 9 months for
Classes III and IV;
Five Members feel that the level for Class III is rather too high and too theoretical, and
two Members feel that the level for Class IV is too highi
Two Members believe that Class II meteorologists should have first attended a university
(a course of at least one year at a college)}
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Another Member holds that meteorological services should recruit only persons having
received at least a complete secondary education;
One Menmer considers that the programmes in Annexes I to IV are slightly overloaded, and
another I that the levels of the programmes should be lowered a little in the case of
developing countries;
One Member accepts the programme for Class II rejects that for Class II-which class
should be abolished -and advocates lower levels for the programmes proposed for Classes
III and IV~ This same Member wants to see teohnicians at Class III level and a greater
degree of specialization within that lat~er class;
Two Members advocate the merging of the programmes corresponding to the levels of Classes
I and II into one single programme;
Another Member is not in favour of programmes : he would prefer a list of official national examinations for entry into a meteorological service. This Member approves the level
of programmes for Classes III and IV and feels that, in several countries, Class I staff
cannot be recruited at present, whence the need for a Class II)
One Member considers that the syllabi are too detailed~ another wants to see more flexible
programmes. A third Member feels that the programmes should be adapted to national needs.

3.3

Views of Members on the inclusion of forecasters in Class I or II
Of Slxty Members replying ;

Fb~ Members say that forecasters should belong to Class I (three~ however, agree that
a forecaster can be placed in Class II as an Gxceptlonal or temporary measure~ or in cases
of necessity);

Twenty-nine Members think that most forecasters should belong to Class II~ provided that
senior forecasters who are responsible for general foreoasting in the major synoptic analysis centres~ are placed in Class I;
Four Members believe that forecasters should belong, as a matter of course, to Class II.
One of these four Members holds that no forecasting duties can be entrusted to Class III
staff)

One Member considers that Class I staff should carry out analysis and forecasting work at
the main synoptic hours~ and Class II staff the same duties at intermediate synoptic hours;
Another Member considers that general rules should not be made and that the placing of a
forecaster in Class I, II or III should depend on the tasks entrusted to him;
One Member thinks that in small services Where it would not tre practical to have two
classes of forecasters simultaneously on duty, only Class I meteorological personnel
should be employed;
Nine Members made no comments, while one cannot do so at present.
3.4

Vtews of Members on the type of university instruction which they would prefer
The consultant proposed two solutions :

(i)

postgraduate instruction in meteorology,

(i1)

instruction in meteorology from the first year of university course with a solid programme of studies in mathematics and physics.

Of the fifty_three replies received, twenty_three favour solution (i) and nine are
for solution (ii). One Member suggests that postgraduate instruction in meteorology be
followed by a period of practical training in a meteorological service. Of the twenty-three
Members favouring solution (i), seven Members advocate instruction in general meteorotogy
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in the first year or two of university. Seven Members did not reply to this
made no commends~ and one cannot do so as yet.
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ten

Oue Member maintains that WMO -las no competence whatsoever in the matter of university
training of meteorologists, but. considers, nevertheless, that a meteorologist should hold a
degree in mathematics, physics or meteorology.
Three ~{embers feel that both solutions have their respective merits, but one of the
three prefers the first.
Two Members advocate a mixed solution : teaching of elements of meteorology and geophysics during the first two years of university, then allowing candidates for the degree in
physical sciences to specialize in meteorology or geophysics, after that a thorough postgraduate instruction in meteorology and geophysics, leading to a doctorate in meteorology or
geophysics.
Another Member feels that, at universities, meteorology should be taught within the
framework of a degree course in physics, the latter to include, as a matter of course, a
mathematics syllabus; this Member considers that physics is a more suitable discipline for
meteorologists than mathematics.
One Member is not in favour of rigid rules regarding university training.
The following comments should also be noted :
Four Members point out that the basic knowledge of mathematics and physics, a sine qua non
for all meteorologists, can be just as well acquired. in a major school as in a urD_versity.
Similarly, postgraduate instruction in meteorology can be provided in a specialized school
just as much as in a university. In any case, the final diploma should be granted with
the consent of the relevant meteorological service.
One Member is of the view that graduates in natural sciences should be admitted
provided that they have a knowledge of mathematics and physics corresponding to
college education and have attended for at least one year university courses in
meteorology and dynamics. Similarly, another Member proposes that graduates in
and agronomy be admitted to Class J.

to Class I,
one year1s
general
geography

One Member points out that postgraduate instruction in meteorology (8 months) is provided
by the Member's State meteorological service.
One Member proposes the organization, in certain regions, of regional centres for university training of meteorologists since meteorological training in all the universities of
developing countries is impossible for economic reasons.
Finally, one Member maintains that general meteorology can quite easily be taught pari
passu With general COurses in mathematics and physics, but that physical, synoptic and
dynamic meteorology Should be taught at the postgraduate level.
3.5

The report should envisage the ideal to be reached as regards professional training
of meteorological personnel and should not be unduly limited by present possibilities

Eight Members agreed with this view; fifty Members did not reply to this question~
one Member feels that realism should be given priority over idealism and another feels that
the preparation of an ideal report is out of the question at the present juncture.
3.6

Standards for developing countries should be the same as those for advanced countries
Eleven Members agreed on this

point~

forty-eight Members did not reply this question.

In reply to points (e) and (f) (see appendix V) one Member considers that the present
situation does not call for ideals but rather, first and foremost, realism. In the opinion
of this MembeI·, WMO would best serve developing countries by recommending minimal standards
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for training staff in all tasks and by preparing or recommending appropriate manuals written
in the various vehicular languages.
4.

MEMBERS

I

COMMENTS

Members replying to the questionnaire made numerous comments which have been taken
into consideration; many of the latter enabled the consultant to improve the Report in
several places. Other comments could not be embodied in this Report because they stem from
general ideas or differing

conceptions.

These comments can be summarized as follows:

Two Members consider that the use of rrmeteorologists" in the titles of the four grades
could lead to confusion: names indicating the specific filllctions and responsibilities
of each grade should., instead., be chosen. tlMeteorologlst", "Scientific Assistant II" "Tech_
nical Assistant" and "Observer" were suggested" respectively" for Classes I .. II" III and

IV.
Seven Members consider that plotting aerological charts and diagrams is a particular function of Class IV, not of Class III. Two Members say" as against that" that observation
is a task that should be entrusted to Class III, since observation calls for a scientific
bent of mind and a certain level of knowledge and" to an ever-increasing extent.. entails
the use of special equipment. One of these Members says that all aeronautical meteorological observers should be placed in Class III.
Four of the above-mentioned seven Members maintain that the inspection of a surface observation network and the direction of a radiosonde station do not" save for exceptions"
appear to come under the specific duties of Class III.
The same f0ur Members do not deem it desirable to divide Class II meteorologists into
categories A and B. In their view" a more homogenous training for Class II meteorologists would be preferable.
One Member, contrary to the consultant1s views on skilled staff (see paragraph 5 of the
Report)" considers that the latter should receive some training in meteorology.
One Member holds that a basic training in physics is the most suitable one for Class I
meteorologists.
One Member considers that Class I meteorologists should be trained according to a preestablished regional plan based on the region's need for centres for synoptic analysis
and for centres for professional training of meteorological staff who do not have university qualifications.
Another Member feels that university men of" by and large.. the same qualifications should
be recruited for Classes I and II. This Member is opposed to an immediate specialization
of these graduates and" above all, cannot accept that some of the latter would" from the
outset" be destined for research and others for professional work. Research should be
reserved for those who" during their professional career, have shown a bent for research.
Although this Member opposes the specializations suggested in the Report, he does, however..
recognize the need for specialization in regard to a small minority of the staff (chemistry
and radiochemistry of the atmosphere" numerical analysis" .•• ).
One Member considers that the theoretical training of Class 1 meteorologists should be
provided by universities and the practical training by meteorological services.. ~hrough
an eight-month ad hoc postgraduate course organized by the latter.
In view of the constant and rapid progress of the various branches of meteorology and
allied disciplines" one Member considers that provision should be made for taking the
trained staff in hand again after a certain period. Moreover" the same Member feels
that, instead of establishing highly precise programmes. it would be preferable to allow
experienced persons of proven competence to move to the next higher grade.
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The diversity in the programmes and structures of the various universities is such as to
render the adoption of a general rule very difficult and the implementation of a standard
programme, impossible. One Member expressing the latter view maintains that WMO is in
no way competent to intervene in the organization of Member countries l universities.
One Member is strictly opposed to the suggestions and conclusions contained in the first
sub-paragraph of paragraph 4 and in the last two sub-paragraphs of paragraph 8.3, while
mlother Member lays great stress on their importance for WMO and the meteorological serViCES of developing countries.

One Member observes that the general caltural level in developing countries renders impracticable instruction of pupils wishing to enter Ciass IV in a language other than their
mother tongue. This Member considers that instruction given in a foreign language at
the level of Classes III and II is, in many cases~ a serious handicap and a caUSe of much
loss of time. The same Member would prefer that schools be established at the national
level, particularly for Class II, for the Member maintains that nearly all observers
should be placed in Class II.
One Member considers that the syllabi set forth in Annexes I to IV are so detailed that
their implementation could lead to an uncalled-for rigidity in the professional training
of meteorological staff.
One Member believes that, at the present Juncture, realism should have precedence over
idealism and that WMO should therefore recon~end minimal levels for professional training
of meteorological staff of the various grades and suitable works on meteorology written
in different languages. The problem of meteorological training should be re-examined
every ten years in the light of progress aChieved.
One Member accepts in principle the need for advanced training courses, but feels that
they could t~mporarily disorganize the Services whose employees are attending the courses.
This Member would therefore prefer the periodic publication, for the benefit of meteorological services of summaries of major new developments. These summaries would be distributed to interested employees of meteorological services and the new developments
could be introduced in study programmes. The freQuency and duration of advanced training
courses could then be reduced.
One Member considers that, at the time of recruitment, greater stress should be laid
character, technical skill and knowledge of languages of candidates.

on

Another Member considers that a medical examination is essential for joining a meteorological service.

ANNEX VII
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM THE PRESIDENTS OF WMO TECHNICAL COMMISSIONS ON TIlE
REPORT EIfi'ITLED "TIlE PROBLEM OF THE PROFESSIONAL TRAIKING OF METEOROLOGICAL
PERSONNEL OF ALI" GRADES IN THE LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES"

1.
In accordance with the directive of the WMO Executive Committee (see Appendix V)J the
Presidents of WMO Technical Commdssions were invited, by the same circular which was distributed to Members (see Appendix VI), to send their comments on the above-mentioned report.
2.
Replies from Presidents of seven Technical Commdssions were received in the WMO Secretariat as on 14 December 1962. To summarize :
The presidents of CAe J CSM, CCI, CAgM, CHM and CIMO approve in principle the broad
outlines of the report. Their replies contain highly interesting comments which are summarized below :
Since professional training of meteorological staff is not explicitly listed among
the responsibilities of CAe, the president of that commission would prefer not to
make detailed comments on the Report.
The President of CSM considers that Classes I and II should be merged into a single
class composed of university graduates and that provision should be made for promotion within
that sifigle class. If, however, Classes I and II are retained, members of the latter Class
should~ on recruitment, have received basic training of a higher level than secondary education. Moreover~ the President of CSM feels that Classes III and IV could likewise be amalgamated, but would prefer that non-university staff be subdivided into two classes (meteorological assistant and ~bserver). In his view, there should be three levels in meteorological
training: elementary training (Class rvL intermediate training (Class III), advanced training (Classes I and II). He also feels that it is perhaps not necessary to subdivide members
of Classes II and rrr into two categories A and B.
The president of CAgM is keenly desirous that provision be made for allowing experienced
meteorological staff to move to a higher class. He also observes that the general education
of newly-recruited personnel varies from country to country, so that it is difficult to establish a rigidly standardized programme for each class.
The president of CIMO considers that the classification of meteorological personnel
into four categories is not necessary; he prefers a classification into two categories z
the first class, consi.sting of persons with uni versi ty qualifications J would carry out
research, forecasting and climatological work and work on meteorological instrumentation J
etc. The second class,comprising persons who, on recruitment, hav~ completed their second_
ary education and J if possible, one or two years of college education, should carry out surface
and upper-air observations, maintain meteorological instruments and, in general, assist the
personnel belonging to the first class. The professional training for these two classes
should be those for Classes I and III in the Report.
As against that, the presidents of CCl and CAgM support the division ot' meteurological
personnel into four categories, the first two grades consisting of university graduates
(degree in mathematics or physios for Class I, certificates in mathematics or physics for
Class II). The presidents of CSM, CCl, CAgM and CIMO consider that, in universities, meteorology should be a postgraduate subject. Nevertheless, the Presidents of CCl and CAgM feel
that meteorology could equally well be taught at the undergraduate level.
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The President of eel insists that all supervisory and planning staff, specializing
in synoptic meteorology, climatology, hydro- and agrometeorology, meteorological instruments,
etc., should be placed in Class I.
The president of eel would place forecasters in Class I, while the president of CAgM
would place them in Class II. The former would assign assistant-forecasters to Class II,
while the latter would assign them to Class III. The president of CAgM would entrust research
work to Class I staff.
The presidents of CSM, Cel, CAgM and GEM point out, rightly enough, that the report
deals exclusively with basic meteorological training and that the problem of training observational and research staff for agricultural and hydrological meteorology was not discussed
by the consultant. ClearlY 1 the preparation of a guide for the qualifications and training
of specialista in each of the disciplines of applied meteorology is a task for the competent
technical commissions.
The president of CAgM stresses the difficulty of training qualified agrometeorologists,
for this entails instruction in fundamental disciplines as different as mathematics and
physics on the on~ hand, biology and agronomy on the other.
The president of eel is not satisfied with the climatology syllabi set forth in Annexes I to IV. The president of CHM considers that the elements of hydrology and soil physics should be included in basic courses in meteorology and that hydrological forecasting
should be included in the duties to be performed by meteorological personnel.
Finally, the President of CMM said that, as regards professional training, his commission 1s interested solely in voluntary observers on board ship. Since that category was
not discussed in the report, the president of CMM declines to make any comment.
Uccle, 10 January 1963.
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